
IO ELEVATING DEVICES MAINTENANCE SERVICES RFP
SECTION 1: Scope of Services

This Scope of Services contains the technical requirements for the contract.  It is divided in
sections which pertain to different elements of the service proposal.

The components of the Scope of Services are listed below:

Section 1: Scope of Services

Section 2: Service Level Agreements
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Section A: General

1. General

1.1 Scope

.1 Provide labour, materials, products, equipment and services necessary for the
Full Maintenance of the equipment in the Properties as set out in the Elevating
Devices Inventory List.

.2 Provide maintenance in accordance with this Specification and with the Elevating
Devices Service Level Agreement.

1.2 Definitions of terms

.1 The term "Owner" as used herein refers to Infrastructure Ontario.

.2 The term “Owner’s Representative” as used herein refers to CB Richard Ellis,
Limited.

.3 The term "Elevating Devices Inspection company", as used herein, refers to KJA
Consultants Inc.

.4 The term "Contractor", as used herein, refers to any person, partners, firm or
corporation having a contract with the Owner to furnish labour and materials for
the execution of the work herein described.

.5 The term "Sub-Contractor", as used herein, refers to any person, partners, firm or
corporation having a contract with the Contractor to furnish labour and materials
for the execution of the work herein described.

.6 The term "Inspecting Authorities", as used herein, refers to authorized agents of
governments and of insurance groups which are charged with the responsibility
of ensuring the safety of the equipment and carrying out periodic inspections and
tests on the equipment.

.7 The term "Building Access Protocol” as used herein, refers to the protocol for
interfacing with the management of the Properties for access, scheduling and
reporting.

.8 The term "Code", as used herein, means the totality of the latest editions
including updates and appendices of the following:

.1 CAD Amendment 261/13-r1 effective September 15, 2013;

.2 TSSA Director’s Order issued up to October 1, 2014 having compliance
dates of February 28, 2015 or earlier;

.3 ASME A17.1/CSA-B44 Safety Code for Elevators and Escalators;

.4 ASME A17.2 Guide for Inspection of Elevators, Escalators, and Moving
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Walks;

.5 ASME A17.3 Safety Code for Existing Elevators and Escalators;

.6 ASME A18.1 Safety Standard for Platform Lifts and Stairway Chairlifts;

.7 CSA B311-02 Safety Code for Manlifts;

.8 CSA B355 Lifts for Persons with Physical Disabilities;

.9 CSA C22.1 Canadian Electrical Code;

.10 Ontario Building Code;

.11 Ontario Fire Code;

.12 Accessibility for Ontarians with Disabilities Act;

.13 ICC/ANSI A117.1 Accessible and Usable Buildings and Facilities;

.14 CSA Z432 Safeguarding of machinery;

.15 CSA Z462 Workplace electrical safety;

.16 Canada Labour Code, Part 2, Canada Occupational Health and Safety
Regulations;

.17 Health Canada/Workplace Hazardous Materials Information System
(WHMIS);

.18 Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS);

.19 NEII  Elevator Industry Field Employees' Safety Handbook.

.9 Each of the above referenced documents applies but where there is conflict
between documents, the document higher in the list will prevail. 

2. General requirements

2.1 Primary functions

.1 Take necessary steps promptly to remedy operational problems as they arise.

.2 Provide emergency response.

.3 Implement maintenance and repair routines in such a manner as to avoid traffic
interruptions.

.4 Upgrade the equipment as necessary for regulatory compliance. 

.5 Provide services standard to the industry for full maintenance programs and in
accordance with the Code and as amplified and extended by this specification.
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2.2 Responsibilities

.1 Execute mandated testing and inspection routines as required by Inspecting
Authorities, applicable signage, posting of certification and periodic cleaning of
pits, hoistways, machine rooms, cab tops, wellways and other equipment spaces
not accessible to the public.

2.3 Building Access Protocol 

.1 Each one of the Properties has its particular Building Access Protocol
designating procedures to obtain access, security requirements, contact
personnel and such other matters.

.2 Ensure that your technicians are familiar with the Building Access Protocol and
conform to the requirements of the Building Access Protocol.

2.4 Compliance with applicable laws and policies.

.1 Obtain and display equipment related permits and certificates.

.2 Ensure personnel hold the proper licenses, certifications and security clearances.

.3 Develop, implement and monitor compliance with emergency response
procedures, including response hierarchy for emergency types (i.e.
entrapments).

.4 Ensure emergency communications and notification systems and emergency
devices are functioning while the equipment is in public use.

.5 When a unit is not in service to the public:

.1 Clearly mark it as “out of service”;

.2 Establish clearly marked alternative paths to ensure general traffic in
compliance with the Accessibility for Ontarians with Disabilities Act;

.3 Communicate with the Owner's Representative when extended outages
occur detailing the nature and expected duration of the problem.

.4 Ensure equipment operates as intended when emergency power
operation is initiated, when running on emergency power and when
emergency power operation is terminated and normal power restored.
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2.5 Maintenance plan

.1 Within 30 days of contract award and annual thereafter, submit for review by the
Elevating Devices Inspection company and the Owner's Representative a
maintenance plan.

.2 Set out the schedule of activities integral to this plan for the term of the CBRE
Contractor Agreement.

.3 At a minimum, include the scheduled month for completion of all Category 1 and
Category 5 (annual and five-year) tests for every device.

.4 Base this plan on the requirements of this specification.

2.6 Capital plan

.1 Submit annually at the Owner’s request a schedule of upgrades together with
prices for the necessary upgrades to ensure that:

.1 The equipment meets the Code (e.g. Barrier Free requirements);

.2 Buried hydraulic cylinders without PVC liners are replaced by MRL units
or above ground cylinders or cylinders with PVC liners;

.3 Machine room and top of cab guards are provided;

.4 The equipment is brought to current state-of-the-art condition. 

2.7 Call registered time analysis reports

.1 Provide quarterly traffic analysis where the equipment captures such data and
modify settings in order to deliver the maximum traffic handling efficiency.

2.8 Occupancy discount

.1 The following occupancy discounts apply:

OCCUPANCY DISCOUNT

0-19.9 percent 50 %

20-34.9 percent 40 %

35-49.9 percent 30 %

50-64.9 percent 20 %

65-79.9 percent 10 %

80-100 percent 0 %
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.2 The occupancy discount will be applied and calculated as a percent of the non-
revenue producing space divided by the total rentable area of the building.

.3 The occupancy discount calculation will be done on a quarterly basis and applied
retroactively on the next quarter’s payment.

.4 If an elevator or escalator is permanently removed from service, the CBRE
Contractor Agreement price will be reduced on a proportionate basis.

.5 If an elevator or escalator is temporarily shutdown for a period greater than three
months, the shutdown unit will be billed at 20% of the regular monthly price for
that particular unit and the Contractor will perform examination and lubrication of
the equipment and take such other steps as necessary to ensure that the
equipment does not deteriorate.

2.9 Purpose

.1 The purpose of the maintenance program is to prolong the life of the equipment,
to secure the Owner's equity and to provide trouble-free service.

2.10 Minimum standard

.1 As a minimum standard, perform to the Specifications and to the Code.

.2 Maintain the equipment at all times in the same or better condition as at the
commencement of the maintenance work.

2.11 Frequency

.1 Perform periodic maintenance examinations at least once per month unless
modified by the Elevating Devices Inventory List.

.2 The Owner reserves the right to change the minimum maintenance frequency for
any device from monthly to quarterly or vice-versa (the monthly fee will change
accordingly based on the rates identified in the Elevating Device Inventory List).

2.12 Hours of work

.1 Regular hours of work are from 07:00 to 17:00 Monday to Friday, excluding
Ontario Government holidays, unless otherwise defined in the Elevating Devices
Inventory List.

.2 Carry out noisy work, painting, work creating excessive odours or work that
creates a disturbance to the building tenants outside of regular hours or at such
other times as selected by the Owner’s Representative.

.3 Carry out all periodic maintenance procedures (in particular, Category 5 testing)
that generate a noise increase of 5 dBA or more above ambient, measured 1000
mm in front of any elevator lobby hall door, outside of regular hours for all
devices designated as requiring “Noisy work in overtime” as set out in the
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Elevating Devices Inventory List.

2.13 Site access

.1 The Owner’s Representative will take all reasonable steps to allow access to the
site for regular maintenance, repairs and call-backs.

.2 It is anticipated, however, that there will be instances when access is denied due
to a "building emergency" such as a lock-down, diplomatic visit or similar event.

.3 In the event that access is denied do not issue an extra-to-contract invoice for
this reason; this is included in the CBRE Contractor Agreement.

2.14 Queen's Park: dedicated technician

.1 Provide a dedicated technician for the Queen's Park complex.

.2 Arrange that the dedicated technician is the primary responder to a callback at
the site regardless of the time of day that the calls are registered and assign the
callback to another technician only when the dedicated technician is unavailable.

.3 Do not assign the dedicated technician to work on other sites.

.4 Do not assign service work (re-roping and similar major tasks) to the dedicated
technician.

.5 Provide additional technicians as may be required to assist the dedicated
technician.

.6 Ensure that when the dedicated technician is unavailable during regular working
hours (i.e. due to illness or vacation) that this is communicated to the client and a
replacement dedicated technician is provided during the regular dedicated
technician’s absence.

2.15 Peak hours

.1 Do not remove an elevator or escalator from service during the peak hours
unless authorized by the Owner’s Representative.

.2 Office building peak hours are from 08:00 to 09:00, 12:00 to 14:00, and 16:15 to
17:45 Monday to Friday except for holidays, unless otherwise defined in the
Elevating Devices Inventory List.
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2.16 Defective work and non-performance

.1 In accordance with the CBRE Contractor Agreement the Owner’s Representative
reserves the right to correct any defective work and to charge the cost to the
Contractor.

.2 Should the Contractor fail to execute any of the work set out in the CBRE
Contractor Agreement the Owner’s Representative reserves the right to do this
work and to charge the cost to the Contractor.

.3 The Owner’s Representative reserves the right to withhold payment in the event
of non-performance or to pay only for that portion of the work that has been
executed.

2.17 Protection of work and property

.1 Take all necessary precautions to ensure that the work covered by the
Specifications is done in a manner that does not endanger any person.

2.18 Accidents and claims

.1 In the event of an accident causing death, personal injury or property damage,
arising out of or in connection with the equipment or the performance of the work
whether on or adjacent to the site advise the Owner’s Representative
immediately giving a verbal report and submit to the Owner’s Representative
within 24 hours of the accident signed written reports from each of the
maintenance personnel involved.

.2 In the event of an injury to anyone working on or using the equipment, take
whatever immediate action is necessary to aid the injured person and to prevent
further injury to others.

2.19 Request for payment

.1 Submit monthly applications for payment for work done at the end of each month
together with the necessary data, information, waivers and affidavits.

.2 Include the Work Order information on all invoices submitted for payment.

2.20 Coordination with Owner’s Representative

.1 In all cases conform to the Building Access Protocol.

.2 Before each routine maintenance inspection contact a person specified by the
Owner’s Representative.

.3 Discuss the operation of the equipment with the Owner's Representative and
take immediate action on problems.

.4 Should a problem be of a nature that cannot be satisfactorily resolved during the
inspection or trouble call, report back to the Owner's Representative to explain
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why it was not possible to correct the problem and when the problem will be
resolved.

2.21 Personnel

.1 Supervise your personnel so that they present a neat appearance and their
movement in the building is within the requirements of their work.

.2 Provide uniforms or other obvious means of identification for personnel.

2.22 Account representative

.1 Assign and maintain a company representative for each of the Owner’s four
Regions to coordinate activities and to be responsible for communications with
the Owner’s Representative.

.2 Provide persons acceptable to the Owner’s Representative for these positions.

2.23 Repairs

.1 When carrying out repairs conform to the Building Access Protocol.

.2 For scheduled repair work, outside of the regular maintenance procedure, give
the Owner’s Representative at least two weeks prior notice.

.3 For unscheduled repair work, outside of the regular maintenance procedure, give
the Owner’s Representative immediate notice.

.4 Communicate, in writing, the status of repairs to the Owner’s Representative at
the beginning and close of the normal working day.

.5 Where possible indicate the time required for completion of repairs.

2.24 Safety devices

.1 At no time permit the equipment to operate while any of the safety devices,
mechanical or electrical are in-operative.

.2 In the event that any of the emergency safety devices such as final limits, safety
operated switches, governor switches, overspeed devices, underspeed devices,
car safeties, are activated while the equipment is in use by the public submit a
written report to the Owner’s Representative detailing the incident and the
corrective action taken.
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2.25 Equipment defects

.1 Should a defect in the equipment or the design of the equipment become
apparent based on experience with this installation or similar installations
elsewhere, advise the Owner’s Representative immediately in writing setting out
the steps to be taken to correct the problem.

.2 Forward to the Owner’s Representative copies of any memoranda, internal or
external, published or unpublished, dealing with actual or potential flaws in the
equipment and design.

2.26 Third party inspections

.1 Provide, in overtime if requested by the Owner’s Representative, necessary
co-operation, assistance and personnel to allow  inspections of the equipment by
the Owner's Representatives, the Elevating Devices Inspection company and the
Inspecting Authorities.

.2 If a re-inspection is required because of major or numerous deficiencies, provide
the necessary personnel to assist in the re-inspection.

.3 Provide assistance either during or outside of regular hours of building operation
as required for testing or inspection of related equipment in the hoistway and pit,
this assistance not to require more than 1.5 hours per unit per year with any time
that might be required in excess of this to be billed as extra to contract.

.4 The 1.5 hours included above is to be calculated exclusive of travel time.

.5 Should the tests fail because of problems with the elevator or escalator
equipment provide any necessary additional assistance at no extra charge.

2.27 Codes and ordinances

.1 Supply equipment and do work in accordance with building codes, by-laws,
regulations and requirements of the local, provincial and federal authorities in
effect at the time of the execution of the work.

.2 Supply equipment and do work in accordance with the Code, and any other code
which may govern the requirements of the installation.

.3 Comply with the requirements of the Occupational Health and Safety Act and
Workplace Hazardous Materials Information System (WHMIS) regarding use,
handling, storage, and disposal of hazardous materials.

.4 Comply with Legislation in effect in the geographic area of the work including but
not limited to laws and standards issued by recognized bodies responsible for
regulating Occupational Health and Safety, Electrical Safety and Elevating
Devices regarding electrical equipment lockout/tagout criteria for use, method of
use, tag identification marking and termination of use.
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.5 If changes in codes or regulations result in extra costs, those taking effect
subsequent to the date of proposal submission shall be treated as an extra to the
contract.

2.28 Directives

.1 Advise the Owner’s Representative of directives received from the Inspecting
Authorities and from the Regulatory Authorities.

.2 Carry out directives from the Inspecting Authorities and from the Regulatory
Authorities within the period of time set out on the directives, working in overtime
if necessary to meet the required date, except for those items that are:

.1 The responsibility of the Owner;

.2 Directives resulting from changes to the existing regulations.

2.29 Call-back service

.1 Include, as part of the maintenance program, regular and emergency call-back
service.

.2 Provide regular and emergency call-back service 24 hours per day, seven days
per week.

.3 An emergency is a situation as defined in the CBRE Priority Codes and Problem
Code Descriptions as “E1 - Emergency” or “CP1 - Urgent”, such as an
entrapment, an incident, an accident, a shut down of more than one elevator in a
group or the absence of elevator service to a floor.

.4 Provide emergency call-back response from the time a call is placed until the
arrival of a maintenance person at the site within a maximum of 45 minutes or as
modified by the time limit set out in the Elevating Devices Inventory List.

.5 At the time the call is placed the Owner’s Representative may choose to indicate
that the call can be handled during regular hours; otherwise, answer the call
immediately whether it be in overtime or regular time.

.6 Respond only to calls placed by the Owner’s Representative except in the case
of emergency calls.

.7 Provide a telephone answering service staffed twenty-four hours per day by
personnel familiar with the equipment and able to properly assign calls.

.8 Ensure that calls received by the answering service are transmitted immediately
to a responsible person for action.

.9 Provide regular call-back response from the time a call is placed until the arrival
of a maintenance person at the site within the maximum time permitted by the
CBRE Priority Codes and Problem Code Descriptions with respect to the call
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priority (ex: an elevator out of service has a maximum response time of 2 hours)
or as modified by the time limit set out in the Elevating Devices Inventory List.

2.30 Access codes

.1 If the contract is cancelled, provide to the Owner’s Representative, for those
elevator systems or components that have access codes or access tools for
commissioning, programming or other purposes, the access tools and a hard
copy listing of the access codes.

.2 If the Owner’s Representative provides access codes or access tools, preserve
these codes and tools confidential for use only on the particular equipment for
which the Owner’s Representative has provided them.

.3 Change access codes only when authorized in writing by the Owner’s
Representative.

2.31 Maintenance meetings

.1 Have qualified and capable representatives attend a meeting with the Owner's
Representative and the Elevating Devices Inspection company every six months
to review work procedures, extra charges, elevator call backs, and any Owner's
Representative's concerns.

2.32 Parts

.1 Supply replacement parts identical in make and model to the original parts where
at all possible.

.2 Where identical parts are not available or a better substitute is available submit
the alternative part for the approval of the Owner’s Representative.

.3 Deliver replacement parts on site within 48 hours.

2.33 Substitute parts

.1 Where items visible to the general public, in particular exposed finishes and
fixtures, are to be replaced, submit drawings, photographs or samples, as
required, in ample time for consideration and review.

.2 Submit samples of metals, plastic laminates and finishes properly identified as to
project, location and material.

.3 Supply materials in accordance with the reviewed samples.

.4 The review does not include the checking of measurements nor the approval of
variations from the Specifications or the Contract Documents.
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2.34 Metal container

.1 Provide in the machine room a metal container for the purpose of storing clean
wipers.

2.35 Parts cabinet

.1 Provide a maintenance parts cabinet in the machine room.

.2 Provide a cabinet of steel finished in baked enamel and of a minimum 0.15 cubic
metres capacity.

2.36 Building log

.1 Complete required entries for the Owner’s building log systems in accordance
with the Building Access Protocol.

2.37 Maintenance log book

.1 Provide a maintenance log in a permanently bound journal having pre-numbered
pages.

.2 Indicate in the journal the following information: date, time, name of maintenance
technician, regular maintenance, regular time callback, over time callback, action
taken, work completed, and further repairs required.

.3 The journal is the property of the Owner’s Representative.

.4 Maintain the journal current, on the premises, and available for inspection by the
Owner’s Representative at any time.

.5 Make entries in ink, legibly, consecutively and without blanks.

.6 Provide a copy of the journal on line (see 2.39).

2.38 Time tickets

.1 Indicate the section of the normal maintenance schedule on each time ticket with
details of the portion of the section completed.

.2 Submit time tickets for each call-back detailing the cause of the call-back and the
action taken.

.3 If electronic time tickets are used, make these tickets accessible to the Owner’s
Representative through internet at all times.
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2.39 Monthly data submission

.1 Provide data in an electronic format as prescribed by the Owner.

.2 In the absence of other requirements, submit data each month for call-backs and
maintenance work in a Comma-Separated-Values (.csv) file with each line having
the following information: Licence #; Call Time; Response Time; Resolution
Time; Problem Description; Corrective Action; Entry Type; Scorecard Exemption;
Exemption Reason with each item having the following meaning:

.1 Licence #: The licence number assigned to the unit by the Authority
Having Jurisdiction (where one has not been assigned, is not unique or is
not known please coordinate with KJA).

.2 Call Time: Date and time the call-back is reported by the client or date
and time the elevating device is removed from service for maintenance or
repair in format YYYY-MM-DD HH:MM.

.3 Response Time: Date and time technician arrives on site to respond to
the call-back or date and time the elevating device is removed from
service for maintenance or repair in format YYYY-MM-DD HH:MM (in the
event of a deferred call-back, the elapsed time will start based on 07:00
on the first business day following the original Call Time).

.4 Resolution Time: Date and time the elevating device is returned to service
in format YYYY-MM-DD HH:MM.

.5 Problem Description: Description of problem as reported.

.6 Corrective Action: Description of work done to correct problem as
reported by the technician.

.7 Entry Type: Type of call as “C” for call-back, “E” for call-back with
entrapment, “D” for call-back with deferred response. “R” for maintenance
or repair.

.8 Scorecard Exemption: Marked “Y” or “Yes” if the Contractor is requesting
an exemption from the scorecard for this call-back (null values or “N” are
the only other acceptable values).

.9 Exemption Reason: Description of why the Contractor is requesting the
call-back or repair be exempted from the scorecard calculations (an entry
in this field is required when the Scorecard Exemption field is “Y” or
“Yes”).

.3 Submit the data for the month on or before the fifth day of the following month.

.4 The Owner, acting reasonably, may at any point during the contract:

.1 Change the format of the data submission.
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.2 Require a direct electronic exchange of data using standard protocols for
data exchange to a Consultant website.

2.40 Maintenance manual

.1 Supply to the Owner’s Representative a maintenance manual in PDF format.

.2 Incorporate in the manual a description of the controller user interface, fault and
error codes, troubleshooting and diagnostic procedures, methods of use and the
adjustment of programmable parameters together with their settings at the time
of final adjustment.

2.41 Electrical diagrams

.1 Provide a set of schematic electrical diagrams in one of the following formats:

.1 Covered in clear plastic and mounted on the machine room wall;

.2 Bound permanently in a durable binder;

.3 In PDF format on removable media such as a flash drive.

.2 If, in the course of the maintenance contract, changes are made to the wiring or
control, supply to the Owner’s Representative marked-up prints of the altered
schematics and field wiring diagrams showing the changes.

2.42 Yearly report

.1 Each year, on the anniversary date of the contract, submit to the Owner’s
Representative a report consisting of the following items:

.1 A complete summary of the activity for the year including, but not limited
to, call backs, repair work, complaints;

.2 A certification that the various items listed herein were checked at the
specified times and that they were found to be functioning correctly or, if
not functioning correctly, notations of the problems and the corrective
action taken;

.3 An evaluation of the standard of maintenance for the year as compared to
prior years and to the standards of the industry for similar installations.

2.43 Major parts replacement report: elevator

.1 Each year, on the anniversary date of the contract, submit to the Owner’s
Representative a report on the anticipated life expectancy of the major
equipment components and the budget provisions for their replacement,
including following items:

.1 Elevator suspension means;
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.2 The machine.

.2 Six months prior to termination of the maintenance contract, submit to the
Owner’s Representative a report on the major equipment components with more
than five percent usage and, if these components will not be replaced before the
end of the contract, reimburse the Owner for the usage on a prorated basis.

2.44 Major parts replacement report: escalator

.1 Each year, on the anniversary date of the contract, submit to the Owner a report
on the anticipated life expectancy of the major equipment components and the
budget provisions for their replacement, including following items:

.1 Escalator chains;

.2 Escalator steps;

.3 Escalator handrails;

.4 The driving machine.

.2 Six months prior to termination of the maintenance contract, submit to the
Owner’s Representative a report on the major equipment components with more
than five percent usage and, if these components will not be replaced before the
end of the contract, reimburse the Owner for the usage on a prorated basis.

2.45 Elevating Devices Inspection company's report

.1 Carry out such maintenance, repair and replacement, as listed on the Elevating
Devices Inspection company's report, in order for the equipment to be in the
same or better condition at the termination as at the beginning of the
commencement of the work under this specification (this report to be prepared by
the Elevating Devices Inspection company, acting reasonably and in accordance
with generally accepted industry standards for similar equipment in similar
buildings in similar cities, based on an inspection of the equipment to take place
approximately six months prior to the termination of the work under this
specification).

2.46 Routine maintenance

.1 Perform periodic maintenance examinations at least once per month unless
modified by the Elevating Devices Inventory List.

.2 In the course of the examination, should faulty parts be discovered replace them
at once, and should any unusual operations or noises be found take corrective
action immediately.

.3 Schedule parts showing excessive wear for replacement on the next regular
examination.
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2.47 Reliability: elevator

.1 Ensure that the average number of callbacks does not exceed 4.9 per elevator
per year or as modified by the Elevating Devices Inventory List.

.2 Ensure that the average number of entrapments does not exceed 0.9 per
elevator per year or as modified by the Elevating Devices Inventory List.

.3 If there is more than one elevator in the building, average the data over all of the
elevators.

2.48 Reliability: escalator

.1 Ensure that the average number of callbacks does not exceed 1.5 per escalator
per year or as modified by the Elevating Devices Inventory List.

.2 If there is more than one escalator in the building, average the data over all of the
escalators.

2.49 Missed maintenance

.1 Should the monthly maintenance not be performed or should the maintenance
not be signed as complete in the maintenance log issue a credit for the month.

2.50 Mis-adjustment

.1 Keep the equipment in substantially new condition and maintain its performance
as or better than new.

.2 Do not change any of the elevator adjustments in such a way as to lead to a de-
rating of the performance.

.3 Do not, in the course of routine maintenance or trouble shooting, re-adjust any of
those settings which affect either the performance or the safety of the equipment.

.4 Should it appear that some setting has changed or some problem has arisen
such as to alter the performance of the equipment, arrange that a qualified
adjuster with the appropriate tools, manuals and training make the necessary re-
adjustments in an organized, systematic way.

.5 Do not allow ad hoc adjustments to the equipment.

2.51 Deficiencies not corrected

.1 If there is a failure to carry out instructions of the inspecting authorities (except
for those items that are the responsibility of the Owner and directives resulting
from changes to the existing codes) within the period of time allowed by the
authorities issue a credit to the Owner for the cost of the inspecting authority
reinspection.
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2.52 Maintenance Control Program

.1 Provide to the Owner and the Consultant a copy of the Maintenance Control
Program for each device type.

.2 During the course of the maintenance contract update the Maintenance Control
Program as necessary and forward to the Owner and the Consultant a copy of
the updated Maintenance Control Program.

.3 The Maintenance Control Program is the property of the Owner.

.4 Store the Maintenance Control Program on site in accordance with the
requirements of the Authority Having Jurisdiction.

.5 Execute the maintenance in accordance with these specifications and the
Maintenance Control Program.

.6 As a minimum, perform tasks as required by the Authority Having Jurisdiction at
the appropriate intervals.

.7 Where maintenance and testing frequency in the Maintenance Control Program
differ from these specifications, these specifications take precedence.

.8 The Owner, acting reasonably, may approve changes to these specifications
provided that the minimum requirements of the Authority Having Jurisdiction are
respected.

.9 Six months in advance of performing any tests that may result in damage to the
building or equipment, submit to the Owner and Consultant a written plan
outlining:

.1 Step-by-step instructions of how the testing will be performed;

.2 Names and resumes of qualified personnel selected to perform the
testing;

.3 Incremental testing procedures;

.4 Alternative testing means;

.5 Schedules.

.10 If testing is performed prior to submitting an adequate plan and receiving
approval from the Owner, the Contractor is responsible for correcting damage
that may result from the testing.

.11 In the event that the plan submitted is unsatisfactory to the Owner or Consultant,
the Owner may elect to use another contractor to perform the testing.

.12 Where the maintaining contractor is the original equipment manufacturer,
installer and has maintained the equipment since installation, the maintaining
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contractor is responsible for correcting damage that may result from the testing.

.13 Where damage results as a consequence of the testing the Owner may elect to
have an inspection by the Consultant for the purpose of determining fault and
corrective steps.

.14 Where the Consultant determines that damage is the result of maintenance
deficiencies or improper testing procedures, the Contractor is responsible for
correcting damage.

2.53 Fire service testing

.1 Perform annual testing of the Firefighters' Emergency Operation.

.2 Execute the tests, at the option of the Owner, either in regular hours of work or
outside of regular hours of work at no extra cost to the Owner.

.3 Carry out the testing as required by the regulatory authorities.

.4 Record the results of the testing and forward to the Owner a copy of the record.

2.54 Escalator barricades

.1 Provide barricades to restrict pedestrian access to the escalator when repair or
maintenance work is carried out. 

.2 Provide barricades for the top and bottom of each escalator.

.3 Provide means of attaching the barricade to the escalator so that it cannot be
removed without the use of tools or a key.

.4 Provide barricades of sufficient height to prevent a person accidentally falling
over the barricade.

2.55 Escalator working procedures

.1 Before commencing work, confirm with the building management that the unit
can be taken out of service and advise them of the anticipated duration of the
shutdown.

.2 Place Out-of-Service signs and barricades at each end of the escalator.

.3 Attach the barricades by chains, locks or other similar devices so as to prevent
moving or removal by unauthorized persons.

.4 When step, step-treads, pallets, comb plates, comb plate teeth, floor plates or
trap doors have been removed, and power is not required for the equipment, lock
and tag the disconnect in the off position and ensure that the barricades are
properly installed at both ends. 

.5 Do not start or attempt to start a unit while anyone is on or in the unit.
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.6 Whenever service must be performed on the interior of the unit, that does not
require movement of the unit, lock out and tag out the disconnect in the off
position.

.7 Before entering the unit or pit, verify that the unit will not start by testing all
locations and possible combinations of the run and speed key-start switches.

.8 Be aware that the 110-volt power supply may still be alive at the junction box,
even after the mainline power has been disconnected.

.9 Use a circuit tester to test all circuits before working on them.

.10 While working on escalators or walks, the holding or maintaining circuit shall be
opened so that the unit will operate only on constant pressure operation.

.11 To avoid the keyswitch accidentally moving to the on position do not leave a key
attached to a key-ring in the keyswitch.

.12 Remove the start key from the switch when not in use and whenever leaving the
unit unattended.

.13 When removing steps or pallets, use proper lifting techniques.

.14 When working on or around moving equipment, take precautions to avoid getting
yourself, or a tool, caught or pulled into the equipment.

.15 Be aware of all pinch points.

.16 Do not attempt to remove a foreign object from an escalator or moving walk with
the unit in operation.

.17 When walking on a partially disassembled unit, hold the handrail and avoid
walking on the step axles as much as possible.

.18 Do not "inch" equipment unless the holding circuit has been opened.

.19 When any steps or pallets are removed, work, or if necessary, ride behind the
opening.

.20 Do not initiate direction with any step in an unsecured manner

.21 Do not enter the escalator truss area (i.e., between steps) without the main
disconnect being shut off and the unit locked and tagged out.

.22 Do not run the escalator on automatic if anyone is in the wellway.

.23 Exit the wellway before resetting the escalator to automatic and resetting the stop
switches.

.24 When working in the top well, remove the controller and securely place it on the
floor.
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.25 Neatly and securely stack removed steps or pallets in a location designated by
the building management. 

.26 Do not stack steps or pallets more than four rows high.

.27 Provide liquid-resistant floor protection in the working areas at the top and bottom
ends of the escalator and in the step or pallet storage area.

.28 Erect barricades around stacked steps or pallets and, when steps or pallets are
stacked in a public space, provide means (new tarpaulins or equivalent) to
protect the public from coming into contact with any part of the removed steps or
pallets.

3. Performance Table

.1 Maintain the elevators so that at all times they comply with the following
performance parameters.

hydraulic
elevators

gearless machine
with MG set

geared machine
with MG set

geared machine
with solid state drive

gearless machine
with solid state drive

Operating time < 12.0 s < 9.0 s < 9.5 s < 8.0 s < 7.8 s

Levelling accuracy +/- 9 mm +/- 9 mm +/- 9 mm +/- 6 mm +/- 6 mm

Speed accuracy +/- 5 % +/- 5 % +/- 5 % +/- 1.5 % +/- 1.5 %

Door noise level < 65 dB < 65 dB < 65 dB < 60 dB < 60 dB

Cab noise level < 60 dB < 60 dB < 60 dB < 55 dB < 55 dB

M/R  noise level < 80 dB < 80 dB < 80 dB < 75 dB < 75 dB

Average acceleration < 0.95 m/s/s < 0.95 m/s/s

Peak acceleration < 1.2 m/s/s < 1.2 m/s/s

Change in  acceleration < 1.9 m/s/s/s < 1.9 m/s/s/s

Max horizontal vibration 0.15 gal 0.15 gal

3.2 Performance data measurement method

.1 The horizontal vibration, front to rear or side to side, is measured in the elevator
cab with the elevator travelling with a load of less than 10 per cent of capacity
from top to bottom and bottom to top (measured between two consecutive points
of opposite value).

.2 The door noise level is measured using an ANSI type 2 sound level meter on the
"A" scale with an "F" response within the cab during a full door open, door close
and door reversal cycle.

.3 The cab noise level is measured using an ANSI type 2 sound level meter on the
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"A" scale with an "F" response within the elevator cab with the elevator travelling
from one end of the hoistway to the other with the cab fan on.

.4 The machine room noise level is measured with the elevator running by a meter
positioned in the centre of the machine room.

.5 The operating time is measured for a typical floor run (less than 4000 mm [13'])
from the time when the fully opened doors begin to close until the car is stopped
level with the next floor and the car and hall doors are 800 mm (32") open. For
door types other than centre-opening or slow rated speed, the specified
operating time is adjusted as follows:

.1 For elevators with side-opening doors and a door width under 1100 mm
(43"), add 2.0 seconds to the specified operating time.

.2 For elevators with wider entrances and centre-opening doors, add 0.25
seconds per additional 150 mm (6") of door width to the specified
operating time.

.3 For elevators with wider entrances and side-opening doors add 0.5
seconds per additional 150 mm (6") of door width to the specified
operating time.

.4 For electric elevators with a contract speed under 1.78 metres per second
(350 fpm), add 1.5 seconds to the specified operating time.

.5 For hydraulic elevators with a contract speed under 0.76 metres per
second (150 fpm), add 1.5 seconds to the specified operating time.

3.3 Door open pause time

.1 Arrange the circuits so that when the car is stopped in response to a hall call the
doors remain open a predetermined length [approximately 3 seconds for an
elevator whose entrances are within 3 metres (10') of the hall push button and
approximately 4 seconds for an elevator whose entrances are further than 3
metres (10') from the hall push button].

.2 Arrange that this predetermined length of time is reduced to approximately
0.7 seconds if a person moves through the entrance (as indicated by the
actuation of the door protective device).

.3 Unless otherwise specified (e.g. to allow for advance hall lantern warning),
arrange the circuits so that when the car is stopped in response to a car
registered call the doors remain open a predetermined length of time
(approximately 1 second).

.4 Make the times separately adjustable over a range from 0.25 seconds to 15
seconds.

.5 Arrange the circuits so that the door open pause time is cancelled if a car call
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button is pressed or the door close button is pressed.

3.4 Report Card

.1 The Elevating Devices Inspection company will prepare monthly for each building
a maintenance performance Report Card for each Property.

.2 A perfect Report Card will have 100 points.

.3 Each Property will start the quarter with a perfect score of 100 points per unit and
points will be deducted in accordance with the following:

.1 An elevator call-back involving an entrapment as evidenced by a type “E”
monthly data entry: 30 points;

.2 An elevator call-back not involving an entrapment or an escalator call-
back as evidenced by a type “C” monthly data entry: 10 points;

.3 Failure to perform the regular maintenance as evidenced by a type “R”
monthly data entry: 30 points;

.4 Failure to submit monthly data: 15 points;

.5 If the response time for an entrapment exceeds the specified time: 30
points.

.4 The Elevating Devices Inspection company may elect from time to time, at its
discretion, to modify the content of the Report Card without altering the
proportions of the component parts.

.5 The Report Card ratings, together with the breakdown of points, will be made
available to the Contractors.

3.5 Abnormal service interruption

.1 In the event that there is a series of callbacks (such as three or more per month)
for a given unit or in the event of excessive downtime (more than six hours per
month) for a given unit or in the event of building occupant dissatisfaction as
expressed to the Owner’s Representative take the following steps:

.1 Apply additional labour to the unit including senior technicians (adjusters);

.2 Arrange that your account representative for the region meets with the
Owner’s Representative to discuss a plan of action to correct the
problem;

.3 Report to the Owner’s Representative daily until the Owner’s
Representative is satisfied that the problem is corrected;

.4 Carry out troubleshooting and repairs in overtime until the problem is
corrected.
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3.6 Asbestos

.1 It is believed that asbestos and other similar designated substances may be
present on the Properties.

.2 In the event that these substances are discovered by your personnel or in the
event that the Owner’s Representative notifies you of the existence of such
substances in specific locations, establish a plan of action for dealing with the
problem and provide the necessary coordination and assistance in the execution
of the plan.

3.7 Equipment existing condition

.1 Within sixty days of  the commencement of the Contract provide to the Owner’s
Representative and the Elevating Devices Inspection company an inventory of
the equipment on site consisting of the following:

.1 Spare parts;

.2 Computer equipment;

.3 Tools;

.4 Diagrams;

.5 Manuals;

.6 Diagnostic tools.

.2 Within sixty days of  the commencement of the Contract provide to the Owner’s
Representative and the Elevating Devices Inspection company a list of any major
deficiencies that may exist together with the budgeted cost to repair the
deficiencies.

.3 The Owner’s Representative and the Elevating Devices Inspection company will
review the inventory of equipment and the list of major deficiencies.

4. Separate Prices

4.1 Equipment inventory QR coding

.1 The Owner's Representative will supply to the Contractor QR coding unique
identifiers for each lifting device in the portfolio (one QR code per elevating
device).

.2 Within 90 days of receipt of the list of QR codes, the Contractor shall print off a
QR code sticker for each elevating device and physically affix the QR code
sticker to the corresponding elevator.

.3 The sticker shall be placed on the elevator controller cabinet in a visible location
or, where access to the controller is not readily available in a control room, in a
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location otherwise approved by the Owner’s Representative.

.4 The QR codes are intended for internal asset tracking by the Owner or the
Owner’s Representatives; the contractor will not be asked to scan these codes
as part of regular maintenance.

4.2 Phone line inventory assessment

.1 Within the first three months of maintenance, the Contractor shall document the
phone line number associated with each elevating device in the portfolio that has
an active phone line for the emergency phone.

.2 The phone line numbers shall be verified by caller ID notices, verified
documentation or automatic number announcement circuit dialling.

.3 Any re-programming of the phone dialling numbers shall be the responsibility of
the Contractor and the existing dial-out numbers shall be retained. (ex: if using
caller ID to verify the phone line number, the emergency phone may need to be
programmed to dial the mechanic’s cell-phone and then re-programmed to dial
the original call-out number)

.4 The current use of exchange prefixes for each area code is listed by the
Canadian Numbering Administrator. Commonly-used test numbers for major
carriers include:

555-0311 Rogers (519  613 Ontario)
958-2580 Bell Canada (519 613 705 905 Ontario)
958-ANAC (958-2622) Bell Canada (416 Toronto)

.5 The list of phone line numbers and associated elevating devices (including
building number and TSSA number) shall be provided with one unique entry per
row in Comma-Separated Values (.cvs) format.

END OF SECTION
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Section B: Gearless elevators with solid state drives

1. General

1.1 General requirements

.1 Conform to Section A: General.

2. Gearless elevators with solid state drives

2.1 Work included

.1 Maintain, repair or replace all of the elevator equipment except as specifically
excluded herein including the following:

.1 Gearless machine, solid state drive, controller parts, relays, brake coil,
brake lining, door operating equipment, door equipment, elevator
intercommunication system and other mechanical and electrical parts
required for the operation of the equipment.

2.2 Work not included

.1 Do not maintain, repair or replace:

.1 Cab finishes (including ceiling lights), handrails (except for attachments
on the exterior of the cab), flooring, hoistway enclosure, and hall door, sill
and frame finish;

.2 Electrical conduit and wiring outside the hoistway and machine room.

.2 Submit, to the Owner’s Representative, a bid for repairs or the replacement of
parts due to vandalism, or for additional changes and costs not covered by the
maintenance contract but required by the regulating authorities.

.3 Repair or replacement of parts deemed obsolete by the Consultant where the
cost premium is in excess of $800 with the cost premium being defined as
follows:

.1 The difference between the cost of repair or replacement where a part is
deemed obsolete and the cost of repair or replacement if the obsolete
part were readily available, as estimated by the Consultant.

.2 The cost premium shall be based on the material cost plus labour at the
contract rates.

.3 The cost premium shall be exclusive of taxes, travel or handling fees.

.4 The contractor shall supply invoices from manufacturers to support the
material cost and time tickets to support the labour cost, otherwise the
work will be deemed included in the contract.

Example: If a control board fails and need to be replaced but the original
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equipment manufacturer is no longer in business, that part might be deemed
obsolete (this decision to be made by the Consultant). If a replacement board is
manufactured by a third party and the cost is substantially equivalent to the
original replacement, this replacement would be covered by the contract. If,
however, a new board needs to be custom-manufactured and the cost premium
of the new board as compared to the original board cost exceeds $800, the cost
premium would be deemed extra to contract.

2.3 Periodic maintenance tasks

.1 Check the following elements at least once a month (or alternative frequency as
agreed to with the Owner):

.1 Car ride and general operation;

.2 Levelling;

.3 Hall and car door operation;

.4 Alarm bell;

.5 Communication system;

.6 Door open button;

.7 Door force (maximum of 135 Newtons [30 lb]);

.8 Door protective devices;

.9 Position indicators;

.10 Car operating panel devices.

2.4 Quarterly checks

.1 Perform the following duties at least once every three months:

.1 Clean pits;

.2 Clean tops of cars;

.3 Clean the machine with vacuum and blower;

.4 Check and lubricate the governor tension sheave;

.5 Check and lubricate the governor;

.6 Check the buffers and the buffer oil;

.7 Check the compensating sheave.
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2.5 Semi-annual checks

.1 Perform the following duties at least once every six months:

.1 For group operation, check the door open pause times to ensure that they
are consistent from one car to another in a group;

.2 Check the door open pause time cancellation (i.e. monitor) circuit;

.3 Check the load weighing devices;

.4 Check the lift and governor ropes.

2.6 Yearly checks

.1 Perform the following duties at least once every year:

.1 Check the operation of the auxiliary braking device as follows:

.1 Check that the gripper mounting channels are securely fastened
to the machine beams;

.2 Ensure that the stationary lining is in minimal contact, both
vertically and laterally, with the ropes (report excessive lining
wear);

.3 Ensure that all angle bolts are securely fastened.

.2 Check rope hitches;

.3 Inspect ropes for wear in accordance with standards for elevator wire
rope inspection;

.4 Check rope tension and adjust if necessary;

.5 Check rope stretch and remove buffer blocks or shorten ropes if required;

.6 Clean the machine with vacuum and blower;

.7 Check the tachometer mechanical drive linkage;

.8 Check the tachometer electrical connections;

.9 Check rotating electrical equipment connections;

.10 Remove the covers of the car operating panels and check the internal
components and connections;

.11 Lubricate and clean car door tracks;

.12 Clean control room and control room floor;

.13 Check the car door contacts;
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.14 Check the hoistway door interlocks.

.15 Check the car door rollers and eccentrics;

.16 Check the car door clutch assembly;

.17 Check door operator, clean and lubricate pivot points;

.18 Clean guide rails and guide rail fastenings;

.19 Vacuum hoistways from top to bottom;

.20 Replace the filters on the controller air inlets;

.21 Clean and check safety mechanism;

.22 Perform a safety test and forward to the Owner’s Representative a
declaration certifying the successful completion of the test;

.23 Check sheaves and shafts for soundness and wear;

.24 Check the terminal slowdown device;

.25 Strip, clean and lubricate the brake;

.26 Check that the brake stops the elevator from full speed with an average
deceleration of approximately 0.1g without shock or jar;

.27 Check to ensure that the brake spring setting is correct;

.28 Ensure that the brake operates quietly so that no noise can be detected
either in the elevator cab, at the top floor landing or outside the closed
machine room door;

.29 Check the buffer oil levels, check for water in the oil and test the buffers;

.30 Check travelling cables for wear;

.31 Check hangers and junction box connections;

.32 Check guide rail fastenings;

.33 Check the speed, acceleration and jerk profiles and if necessary adjust
the drive parameters;

.34 Measure performance parameters (noise levels, vibration, operating
times) and re-adjust if required;

.35 Check components and fastenings that under failure might create a
dangerous situation (e.g. sheave bolts and welds, gear bolts, car slings et
cetera);

.36 As required or if requested by the Owner’s Representative, clean and
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paint machine room floor;

.37 Check components and fastenings that under failure might create a
dangerous situation (e.g. sheave bolts and welds, gear bolts, car slings et
cetera);

.38 Submit a report to the Owner’s Representative confirming that the annual
checks have been carried out and  listing the items checked and the
measured performance parameters.

2.7 Rotating equipment repair

.1 When rewinding a motor ensure that the rewound unit has the same
characteristics and performance as the original equipment.

.2 Install over-temperature sensors in the windings and connect them into the
control circuits so that in the event of overheating the elevator will stop at its next
normal stop and remain shut down until checked by a maintenance technician.

2.8 Elevator wire rope replacement

.1 When replacing the elevator wire ropes:

.1 Use wedge type cable clamps;

.2 Provide hoist ropes of sufficient number, size and characteristics such
that the addition of 50 per cent of the rated load to the car cab will cause
no more than a 0.04 per cent elongation in the rope

.3 Ensure that the ropes are all from one manufacturing run;

.4 If "Lang's Lay" wire rope is used, provide means during and after
installation to prevent the ropes turning;

.5 Do not use swivel connections;

.6 Provide sufficient removable counterweight buffer blocking to allow
adjustment for rope stretch without requiring cable shortening.

END OF SECTION
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Section C: Hydraulic elevators (buried cylinder with plastic casing)

3. General

3.1 General requirements

.1 Conform to Section A: General.

4. Hydraulic elevator (with plastic casing)

4.1 Work included

.1 Maintain, repair or replace all of the elevator equipment except as specifically
excluded herein including the following:

.1 Hydraulic machine, pump, pump motor, valves, controller, piston,
cylinder, jack, jack protective sleeve, hydraulic fluid, door equipment,
elevator intercommunication system, and other mechanical and electrical
parts required for the operation of the equipment unless excluded under
the clause "Work not included".

4.2 Work not included

.1 Do not maintain, repair or replace:

.1 Cab finishes (including ceiling lights), handrails (except for attachments
on the exterior of the cab), flooring, hoistway enclosure, and hall door, sill
and frame finish;

.2 Electrical conduit and wiring outside the hoistway and machine room;

.2 Submit, to the Owner’s Representative, a bid for repairs or the replacement of
parts due to vandalism, or for additional changes and costs not covered by the
maintenance contract but required by the regulating authorities.

.3 Repair or replacement of parts deemed obsolete by the Consultant where the
cost premium is in excess of $800 with the cost premium being defined as
follows:

.1 The difference between the cost of repair or replacement where a part is
deemed obsolete and the cost of repair or replacement if the obsolete
part were readily available, as estimated by the Consultant.

.2 The cost premium shall be based on the material cost plus labour at the
contract rates.

.3 The cost premium shall be exclusive of taxes, travel or handling fees.

.4 The contractor shall supply invoices from manufacturers to support the
material cost and time tickets to support the labour cost, otherwise the
work will be deemed included in the contract.
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Example: If a control board fails and need to be replaced but the original
equipment manufacturer is no longer in business, that part might be deemed
obsolete (this decision to be made by the Consultant). If a replacement board is
manufactured by a third party and the cost is substantially equivalent to the
original replacement, this replacement would be covered by the contract. If,
however, a new board needs to be custom-manufactured and the cost premium
of the new board as compared to the original board cost exceeds $800, the cost
premium would be deemed extra to contract.

4.3 Tools maintained locally: hydraulic elevators

.1 Arrange that the following tools are available in a service vehicle or from the local
maintenance office and allow the Owner’s Representative, at his request, to
inspect these tools:

.1 Air compressor with appropriate fittings for testing the plastic casing.

.2 One dial pressure gauge.

4.4 Hydraulic oil

.1 Provide an external oil level indicator for the reservoir.

.2 Provide an external oil temperature indicator for the reservoir.

.3 Provide a chart enclosed in clear plastic and mounted on the reservoir giving the
temperature correction for oil level.

.4 Maintain in the machine room an oil level monitor log.

.5 Do not add hydraulic oil to the system before determining the cause of the loss of
oil.

.6 Receive written authorization from the local service superintendent prior to
adding oil with the amount of oil stated and the reason for adding it.

.7 Transmit to the Owner’s Representative a copy of this written authorization.

.8 Do not keep hydraulic oil on site or in service vehicles.

.9 Maintain stocks of hydraulic oil and access to hydraulic oil under the control of
the local service superintendent.
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4.5 Periodic maintenance tasks

.1 Perform the following duties at least once each month (or alternative frequency
as agreed to with the Owner):

.1 Check the hydraulic fluid level with the elevator at the bottom landing and
enter the oil level on the oil monitor log together with date, time of day
and oil temperature;

.2 Check the door protective device;

.3 Check the car ride and general operation;

.4 Check the levelling;

.5 Check the hall and car door operation;

.6 Check the alarm button;

.7 Check the communication system;

.8 Check the door open button;

.9 Check the door force (maximum of 135 Newtons [30 lb]);

.10 Clean the pit.

4.6 Quarterly checks

.1 Perform the following duties at least once every three months:

.1 Clean machine and machine room floor;

.2 Clean and vacuum the controller and examine the relays for wear;

.3 Check the circuitry and safety devices in the controller;

.4 Check the resistors for overheating and repair or correct the problem
where necessary;

.5 Check the roller guides;

.6 Clean the top of car;

.7 Check the car door rollers and eccentrics;

.8 Check the car door clutch assembly;

.9 Lubricate and clean car door tracks;

.10 Check the car door contacts;

.11 Check the hoistway door interlocks.

.12 Check the position indicators and signal lamps;
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.13 Check the emergency lighting.

4.7 Semi-annual checks

.1 Perform the following duties at least once every six months:

.1 Check the piston gland packing;

.2 Check oil recovery system;

.3 Check door operator;

.4 Check the hall door operation;

.5 Check the door gibs and cable and sheaves for the door closer;

.6 Check the special emergency service operation with the Owner’s
Representative present;

.7 Check the emergency power operation with the Owner’s Representative
present;

.8 Check the door open pause times;

.9 Check the door open pause time cancellation (nudging);

.10 Check the operating time and make any necessary changes;

.11 Check each hoistway door to ensure that the gibs, hangers, upthrust
rollers and retainers are intact and properly fastened;

.12 Check the car door to ensure that the gibs, hangers, upthrust rollers and
retainers are intact and properly fastened;

.13 Check that the gibs and retainers are in place by sliding a steel rule or
other similar device beneath the door to make physical contact with the
gib or retainer;

.14 Check the upthrust rollers of each hoistway door by racking the door to
ensure that upthrust rollers are intact and properly adjusted;

.15 Check each hoistway door interlock to ensure that the lock is made up
before the car can run;

.16 Check the car door to ensure that the car cannot run with the car door
open.
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4.8 Yearly checks

.1 Perform the following duties at least once every year:

.1 Check the main motor contacts;

.2 Where a plunger gripper has been installed, carry out a safety test of the
plunger gripper;

.3 Replace the filters on the controller air inlets;

.4 Check the operation of the overload devices;

.5 Check door operator, clean and lubricate pivot points;

.6 Clean guide rails;

.7 Vacuum hoistway from top to bottom;

.8 Check and test the final limit switches;

.9 Open the car operating station, clean and check for loose wires;

.10 Check hall buttons and their connections;

.11 Check travelling cables for wear;

.12 Check hangers and junction box connections;

.13 Check guide rail fastenings;

.14 Check the hydraulic machine;

.15 Check the hydraulic pressure relief valve;

.16 As required or if requested by the Owner’s Representative, clean and
paint machine room floor;

.17 Check components and fastenings that under failure might create a
dangerous situation (e.g. sheave bolts and welds, gear bolts, car slings et
cetera).

.18 Clear the protective sleeve of liquid as follows:

.1 Insert a plastic tube in the sleeve and cylinder gap;

.2 Drop the tube to the bottom of the sleeve;

.3 Pump out any liquid in the sleeve using, if necessary, an air
compressor to pressurize the sleeve;

.4 Check the liquid to ensure that it does not contain oil and that the
amount of liquid is not indicative of a sleeve leak. 
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.19 Check the hydraulic system for leaks as follows:

.1 Pressurize the cylinder protective sleeve (using an air
compressor);

.2 Note the gauge pressure reading and record it in the log book;

.3 Leave the protective sleeve under pressure for a minimum of two
hours;

.4 After the two hour period has passed, note the gauge pressure
reading and record it in the log book;

.5 If any significant changes are noted that might indicate a leaking
protective sleeve or hydraulic cylinder, advise the Owner’s
Representative and take such steps as necessary to ensure the
safety of the elevator.

.20 Note: ensure that the air pressure does not exceed the manufacturer’s
specified limits.

END OF SECTION
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Section D: Vertical wheelchair platform lift

1. General

1.1 General requirements

.1 Conform to Section A: General.

2. Vertical wheelchair platform lift

2.1 Work included

.1 Maintain, repair or replace all of the wheelchair equipment including the
following:

.1 Hydraulic machine, pump, pump motor, valves, controller, piston,
cylinder, hydraulic fluid, door equipment, intercommunication system, and
other mechanical and electrical parts required for the operation of the
equipment.

2.2 Work not included

.1 Do not maintain, repair or replace:

.1 Buried cylinder without protective plastic casing, cab finishes (including
ceiling lights), handrails (except for attachments on the exterior of the
cab), flooring, hoistway enclosure, and hall door, sill and frame finish;

.2 Electrical conduit and wiring outside the hoistway and machine room.

.2 Submit, to the Owner’s Representative, a bid for repairs or the replacement of
parts due to vandalism, or for additional changes and costs not covered by the
maintenance contract but required by the regulating authorities.

.3 Repair or replacement of parts deemed obsolete by the Consultant where the
cost premium is in excess of $800 with the cost premium being defined as
follows:

.1 The difference between the cost of repair or replacement where a part is
deemed obsolete and the cost of repair or replacement if the obsolete
part were readily available, as estimated by the Consultant.

.2 The cost premium shall be based on the material cost plus labour at the
contract rates.

.3 The cost premium shall be exclusive of taxes, travel or handling fees.

.4 The contractor shall supply invoices from manufacturers to support the
material cost and time tickets to support the labour cost, otherwise the
work will be deemed included in the contract.

Example: If a control board fails and need to be replaced but the original
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equipment manufacturer is no longer in business, that part might be deemed
obsolete (this decision to be made by the Consultant). If a replacement board is
manufactured by a third party and the cost is substantially equivalent to the
original replacement, this replacement would be covered by the contract. If,
however, a new board needs to be custom-manufactured and the cost premium
of the new board as compared to the original board cost exceeds $800, the cost
premium would be deemed extra to contract.

2.3 Minimum quarterly labour - vertical wheelchair lift

.1 Provide minimum quarterly labour of 2 man hours per unit for maintenance of the
vertical wheelchair platform lift.

2.4 Quarterly checks

.1 Where the referenced items are installed, check at least once every three months
the following:

.1 Levelling operation;

.2 Door operation;

.3 Protective devices;

.4 Emergency stop switch;

.5 Alarm bell;

.6 Communication devices;

.7 Door open button;

.8 Load weighing devices;

.9 Machine;

.10 Position indicators and signal lamps.

.2 At least once each three months:

.1 Check the hydraulic fluid level;

.2 Check the piston gland packing;

.3 Clean pits;

.4 Clean tops of cars;

.5 Clean machine and machine room floor.
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2.5 Yearly checks

.1 Where the referenced items are installed, carry out the following duties at least
once every year:

.1 Check the plungers and rope sprockets as required;

.2 Inspect ropes for wear in accordance with standards for elevator wire
rope inspection as required;

.3 Check the emergency signal device;

.4 Check components and fastenings that under failure might create a
dangerous situation (e.g. sheave bolts and welds, gear bolts, car slings et
cetera);

.5 Check and clean the sheaves as required;

.6 Clean the machine;

.7 Clean the brake as required;

.8 Check the emergency stopping device;

.9 Vacuum the hoistway from top to bottom;

.10 Check the limit switches and safety switches.

END OF SECTION
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Section E: Roped hydraulic elevators

1. General

1.1 General requirements

.1 Conform to Section A: General.

2. Roped hydraulic elevator

2.1 Work included

.1 Maintain, repair or replace all of the elevator equipment including the following:

.1 Hydraulic machine, pump, pump motor, controller, piston, cylinder, hoist
and governor ropes, hydraulic fluid, door equipment, elevator
intercommunication system, and other mechanical and electrical parts
required for the operation of the equipment.

2.2 Work not included

.1 Do not maintain, repair or replace:

.1 Cab finishes (including ceiling lights), handrails (except for attachments
on the exterior of the cab), flooring, hoistway enclosure, hall door finishes,
door sills and frames;

.2 Electrical conduit and wiring outside the hoistway and machine room.

.2 Submit, to the Owner’s Representative, a bid for repairs or the replacement of
parts due to vandalism, or for additional changes and costs not covered by the
maintenance contract but required by the regulating authorities.

.3 Repair or replacement of parts deemed obsolete by the Consultant where the
cost premium is in excess of $800 with the cost premium being defined as
follows:

.1 The difference between the cost of repair or replacement where a part is
deemed obsolete and the cost of repair or replacement if the obsolete
part were readily available, as estimated by the Consultant.

.2 The cost premium shall be based on the material cost plus labour at the
contract rates.

.3 The cost premium shall be exclusive of taxes, travel or handling fees.

.4 The contractor shall supply invoices from manufacturers to support the
material cost and time tickets to support the labour cost, otherwise the
work will be deemed included in the contract.

Example: If a control board fails and need to be replaced but the original
equipment manufacturer is no longer in business, that part might be deemed
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obsolete (this decision to be made by the Consultant). If a replacement board is
manufactured by a third party and the cost is substantially equivalent to the
original replacement, this replacement would be covered by the contract. If,
however, a new board needs to be custom-manufactured and the cost premium
of the new board as compared to the original board cost exceeds $800, the cost
premium would be deemed extra to contract.

2.3 Tools maintained locally: hydraulic elevators

.1 Arrange that the following tools are available in a service vehicle or from the local
maintenance office and allow the Owner’s Representative, at his request, to
inspect these tools:

.1 One dial pressure gauge.

2.4 Hydraulic oil

.1 Do not add hydraulic oil to the system before determining the cause of the loss of
oil.

.2 Receive written authorization from the local service superintendent prior to
adding oil with the amount of oil stated and the reason for adding it.

.3 Transmit to the Owner’s Representative a copy of this written authorization.

.4 Do not keep hydraulic oil on site or in service vehicles.

.5 Maintain stocks of hydraulic oil and access to hydraulic oil under the control of
the local service superintendent.

2.5 Periodic maintenance tasks

.1 Perform the following duties at least once each month (or alternative frequency
as agreed to with the Owner):

.1 Check the hydraulic fluid level;

.2 Check the piston gland packing;

.3 Check oil recuperation system;

.4 Check door operator;

.5 Door protective device;

.6 Car ride and general operation;

.7 Levelling;

.8 Hall and car door operation;

.9 Emergency stop button;
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.10 Alarm button;

.11 Communication system;

.12 Door open button;

.13 Door force (maximum of 135 Newtons [30 lb]);

.14 Car door rollers and eccentrics;

.15 Car door clutch assembly;

.16 Position indicators and signal lamps.

.2 Perform for all elevators the following duties at least once each month (or
alternative frequency as agreed to with the Owner):

.1 Lubricate and clean car door tracks;

.2 Clean pits;

.3 Clean tops of cars;

.4 Clean machine and machine room floor;

.5 Check the car door contacts;

.6 Check the hoistway door interlocks.

2.6 Quarterly checks

.1 Perform the following duties at least once every three months:

.1 Check and lubricate the governor tension sheave;

.2 Check and lubricate the governor;

.3 Check the buffers and the buffer oil;

.4 Check the general condition of the elevator wire ropes;

.5 Check rope tension and adjust if necessary;

.6 Check rope stretch and shorten ropes if required;

.7 Clean and vacuum the controller and examine the relays for wear;

.8 Check the circuitry and safety devices in the controller;

.9 Check the resistors for overheating and repair or correct the problem
where necessary;

.10 Check the roller guides;

.11 Check the emergency lighting.
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2.7 Semi-annual checks

.1 Perform the following duties at least once every six months:

.1 Check and measure the governor rope.

.2 Check the hall door operation;

.3 Check the door gibs and cable and sheaves for the door closer;

.4 Check and test the final limit switches;

.5 Check the special emergency service operation with the Owner’s
Representative present;

.6 Check the emergency power operation with the Owner’s Representative
present;

.7 Check the door open pause times;

.8 Check the operating time and make any necessary changes;

.9 Check the door open pause time cancellation (i.e. monitor) circuit;

.10 Check the hydraulic machine;

.11 Check the hydraulic pressure relief valve;

.12 Check each hoistway door to ensure that the gibs, hangers, upthrust
rollers and retainers are intact and properly fastened;

.13 Check the car door to ensure that the gibs, hangers, upthrust rollers and
retainers are intact and properly fastened;

.14 Check that the gibs and retainers are in place by sliding a steel rule or
other similar device beneath the door to make physical contact with the
gib or retainer;

.15 Check the upthrust rollers of each hoistway door by racking the door to
ensure that upthrust rollers are intact and properly adjusted;

.16 Check each hoistway door interlock to ensure that the lock is made up
before the car can run;

.17 Check the car door to ensure that the car cannot run with the car door
open.
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2.8 Yearly checks

.1 Perform the following duties at least once every year:

.1 Clean and check safety mechanism (if any adjustments are made,
perform a safety test to verify that the adjustments are correct);

.2 Perform a safety test and forward to the Owner’s Representative a
declaration certifying the successful completion of the test;

.3 Inspect ropes for wear in accordance with standards for elevator wire
rope inspection;

.4 Check sheaves and shafts for soundness and wear;

.5 Check the main motor contacts;

.6 Replace the filters on the controller air inlets;

.7 Check the operation of the overload devices;

.8 Check the car operating panels;

.9 Check door operator, clean and lubricate pivot points;

.10 Clean guide rails;

.11 Vacuum hoistways from top to bottom;

.12 Open the car operating station, clean and check for loose wires;

.13 Check hall buttons and their connections;

.14 Check travelling cables for wear;

.15 Check hangers and junction box connections;

.16 Check guide rail fastenings;

.17 Check performance parameters and re-adjust if required;

.18 As required or if requested by the Owner’s Representative, clean and
paint machine room floor;

.19 Check components and fastenings that under failure might create a
dangerous situation (e.g. sheave bolts and welds, gear bolts, car slings et
cetera).
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2.9 Elevator wire rope replacement

.1 When replacing the elevator wire ropes:

.1 Use wedge type cable clamps;

.2 Provide hoist ropes of sufficient number, size and characteristics such
that the addition of 50 per cent of the rated load to the car cab will cause
no more than a 0.04 per cent elongation in the rope

.3 Ensure that the ropes are all from one manufacturing run;

.4 If "Lang's Lay" wire rope is used, provide means during and after
installation to prevent the ropes turning;

.5 Do not use swivel connections.

END OF SECTION
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Section F: Hydraulic elevators (buried cylinder w/o plastic casing)

1. General

1.1 General requirements

.1 Conform to Section A: General.

2. Hydraulic elevator (without plastic casing)

2.1 Work included

.1 Maintain, repair or replace all of the elevator equipment except as specifically
excluded herein including the following:

.1 Hydraulic machine, pump, pump motor, valves, controller, piston,
cylinder, hydraulic fluid, door equipment, elevator intercommunication
system, and other mechanical and electrical parts required for the
operation of the equipment.

2.2 Work not included

.1 Do not maintain, repair or replace:

.1 Buried cylinder without protective plastic casing, cab finishes (including
ceiling lights), handrails (except for attachments on the exterior of the
cab), flooring, hoistway enclosure, and hall door, sill and frame finish;

.2 Electrical conduit and wiring outside the hoistway and machine room.

.2 Submit, to the Owner’s Representative, a bid for repairs or the replacement of
parts due to vandalism, or for additional changes and costs not covered by the
maintenance contract but required by the regulating authorities.

.3 Repair or replacement of parts deemed obsolete by the Consultant where the
cost premium is in excess of $800 with the cost premium being defined as
follows:

.1 The difference between the cost of repair or replacement where a part is
deemed obsolete and the cost of repair or replacement if the obsolete
part were readily available, as estimated by the Consultant.

.2 The cost premium shall be based on the material cost plus labour at the
contract rates.

.3 The cost premium shall be exclusive of taxes, travel or handling fees.

.4 The contractor shall supply invoices from manufacturers to support the
material cost and time tickets to support the labour cost, otherwise the
work will be deemed included in the contract.

Example: If a control board fails and need to be replaced but the original
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equipment manufacturer is no longer in business, that part might be deemed
obsolete (this decision to be made by the Consultant). If a replacement board is
manufactured by a third party and the cost is substantially equivalent to the
original replacement, this replacement would be covered by the contract. If,
however, a new board needs to be custom-manufactured and the cost premium
of the new board as compared to the original board cost exceeds $800, the cost
premium would be deemed extra to contract.

2.3 Tools maintained locally: hydraulic elevators

.1 Arrange that the following tools are available in a service vehicle or from the local
maintenance office and allow the Owner’s Representative, at his request, to
inspect these tools:

.1 One dial pressure gauge.

2.4 Hydraulic oil

.1 Provide an external oil level indicator for the reservoir.

.2 Provide an external oil temperature indicator for the reservoir.

.3 Provide a chart enclosed in clear plastic and mounted on the reservoir giving the
temperature correction for oil level.

.4 Maintain in the machine room an oil level monitor log.

.5 Do not add hydraulic oil to the system before determining the cause of the loss of
oil.

.6 Receive written authorization from the local service superintendent prior to
adding oil with the amount of oil stated and the reason for adding it.

.7 Transmit to the Owner’s Representative a copy of this written authorization.

.8 Do not keep hydraulic oil on site or in service vehicles.

.9 Maintain stocks of hydraulic oil and access to hydraulic oil under the control of
the local service superintendent.

2.5 Periodic maintenance tasks: hydraulic elevators

.1 Perform the following duties at least once each month (or alternative frequency
as agreed to with the Owner):

.1 Check the hydraulic fluid level with the elevator at the bottom landing and
enter the oil level on the oil monitor log together with date, time of day
and oil temperature;

.2 Check the piston gland packing;

.3 Check oil recuperation system;
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.4 Check door operator;

.5 Door protective device;

.6 Car ride and general operation;

.7 Levelling;

.8 Hall and car door operation;

.9 Emergency stop button;

.10 Alarm button;

.11 Communication system;

.12 Door open button;

.13 Door force (maximum of 135 Newtons [30 lb]);

.14 Car door rollers and eccentrics;

.15 Car door clutch assembly;

.16 Position indicators and signal lamps.

.2 Perform for all elevators the following duties at least once each month (or
alternative frequency as agreed to with the Owner):

.1 Lubricate and clean car door tracks;

.2 Clean pits;

.3 Clean tops of cars;

.4 Clean machine and machine room floor;

.5 Check the car door contacts;

.6 Check the hoistway door interlocks.

2.6 Quarterly checks

.1 Perform the following duties at least once every three months:

.1 Clean and vacuum the controller and examine the relays for wear;

.2 Check the circuitry and safety devices in the controller;

.3 Check the resistors for overheating and repair or correct the problem
where necessary;

.4 Check the roller guides;
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.5 Check the emergency lighting.

2.7 Semi-annual checks

.1 Perform the following duties at least once every six months:

.1 Check the hall door operation;

.2 Check the door gibs and cable and sheaves for the door closer;

.3 Check and test the final limit switches;

.4 Check the special emergency service operation with the Owner’s
Representative present;

.5 Check the emergency power operation with the Owner’s Representative
present;

.6 Check the door open pause times to ensure that they are consistent from
one car to another in a group;

.7 Check the load weighing device;

.8 Check the operating time and make any necessary changes;

.9 Check the door open pause time cancellation (i.e. monitor) circuit;

.10 Check the hydraulic machine;

.11 Check the hydraulic pressure relief valve;

.12 Check each hoistway door to ensure that the gibs, hangers, upthrust
rollers and retainers are intact and properly fastened;

.13 Check the car door to ensure that the gibs, hangers, upthrust rollers and
retainers are intact and properly fastened;

.14 Check that the gibs and retainers are in place by sliding a steel rule or
other similar device beneath the door to make physical contact with the
gib or retainer;

.15 Check the upthrust rollers of each hoistway door by racking the door to
ensure that upthrust rollers are intact and properly adjusted;

.16 Check each hoistway door interlock to ensure that the lock is made up
before the car can run;

.17 Check the car door to ensure that the car cannot run with the car door
open.
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2.8 Yearly checks

.1 Perform the following duties at least once every year:

.1 Check the main motor contacts;

.2 Where a plunger gripper has been installed, carry out a safety test of the
plunger gripper;

.3 Replace the filters on the controller air inlets;

.4 Check the operation of the overload devices;

.5 Check the car operating panels;

.6 Check door operator, clean and lubricate pivot points;

.7 Clean guide rails;

.8 Vacuum hoistways from top to bottom;

.9 Open the car operating station, clean and check for loose wires;

.10 Check hall buttons and their connections;

.11 Check travelling cables for wear;

.12 Check hangers and junction box connections;

.13 Check guide rail fastenings;

.14 Check performance parameters and re-adjust if required;

.15 As required or if requested by the Owner’s Representative, clean and
paint machine room floor;

.16 Check components and fastenings that under failure might create a
dangerous situation (e.g. sheave bolts and welds, gear bolts, car slings et
cetera).

.17 Check the hydraulic system for leaks as follows:

.1 Run the elevator up to the stop ring and raise the pressure to the
relief valve setting;

.2 Note the gauge pressure reading and record it in the log book;

.3 Leave the elevator under pressure on the stop ring for a minimum
of twelve hours;

.4 After the twelve hours has passed, note the gauge pressure
reading and record it in the log book;

.5 Set the elevator level with the bottom floor and note the hydraulic
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reservoir fluid level and record it in the log book;

.6 If any significant changes are noted that might indicate a leaking
hydraulic cylinder, advise the Owner’s Representative and take
such steps as necessary to ensure the safety of the elevator (Do
not add hydraulic oil to the system unless it has been determined
that the loss of oil is through the gland packing).

END OF SECTION
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Section G: Geared elevators with solid state drives

3. General

3.1 General requirements

.1 Conform to Section A: General.

4. Geared elevators with solid state drives

4.1 Work included

.1 Maintain, repair or replace all of the elevator equipment except as specifically
excluded herein including the following:

.1 Machine, motor, drive system, brake, controller parts, door equipment,
elevator emergency communication system, and other mechanical and
electrical parts required for the operation of the equipment.

4.2 Work not included

.1 Do not maintain, repair or replace:

.1 Cab finishes (including ceiling lights), handrails (except for attachments
on the exterior of the cab), flooring, hoistway enclosure, and hall door, sill
and frame finish;

.2 Electrical conduit and wiring outside the hoistway and machine room;

.2 Submit, to the Owner’s Representative, a bid for repairs or the replacement of
parts due to vandalism, or for changes or additions not covered by the
maintenance contract but required by the regulating authorities.

.3 Repair or replacement of parts deemed obsolete by the Consultant where the
cost premium is in excess of $800 with the cost premium being defined as
follows:

.1 The difference between the cost of repair or replacement where a part is
deemed obsolete and the cost of repair or replacement if the obsolete
part were readily available, as estimated by the Consultant.

.2 The cost premium shall be based on the material cost plus labour at the
contract rates.

.3 The cost premium shall be exclusive of taxes, travel or handling fees.

.4 The contractor shall supply invoices from manufacturers to support the
material cost and time tickets to support the labour cost, otherwise the
work will be deemed included in the contract.

Example: If a control board fails and need to be replaced but the original
equipment manufacturer is no longer in business, that part might be deemed
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obsolete (this decision to be made by the Consultant). If a replacement board is
manufactured by a third party and the cost is substantially equivalent to the
original replacement, this replacement would be covered by the contract. If,
however, a new board needs to be custom-manufactured and the cost premium
of the new board as compared to the original board cost exceeds $800, the cost
premium would be deemed extra to contract.

4.3 Periodic maintenance tasks

.1 Check the following elements at least once a month (or alternative frequency as
agreed to with the Owner):

.1 Machine;

.2 Door operator;

.3 Door protective devices;

.4 Car ride and general operation;

.5 Levelling;

.6 Hall and car door operation;

.7 Emergency stop button;

.8 Alarm bell;

.9 Communication system;

.10 Door open button;

.11 Door force (maximum of 135 Newtons [30 lb]);

.12 Car door rollers and eccentrics;

.13 Car door clutch assembly;

.14 Position indicators and signal lamps.

.2 Perform for all elevators the following duties at least once each month (or
alternative frequency as agreed to with the Owner):

.1 Lubricate and clean car door tracks;

.2 Clean pits;

.3 Clean tops of cars;

.4 Clean machine and machine room floor;

.5 Check the car door contacts;

.6 Check the hoistway door interlocks.
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4.4 Quarterly checks

.1 Perform the following duties at least once every three months:

.1 Check and lubricate the governor tension sheave;

.2 Check and lubricate the governor;

.3 Check the buffers and the buffer oil;

.4 Check the general condition of the elevator wire ropes;

.5 Check rope tension and adjust if necessary;

.6 Check rope stretch and remove buffer blocks or shorten ropes if required;

.7 Check brushes in rotating electrical equipment for freeness and tension;

.8 Replace those brushes having 40 percent or less of their original length
remaining;

.9 Clean rotating electrical equipment with vacuum and blower and lubricate
the bearings;

.10 Check rotating electrical equipment connections;

.11 Check commutators for oil or foreign matter and clean with non-abrasive
material if dirty;

.12 Clean and vacuum the controller and examine the relays for wear;

.13 Check the circuitry and safety devices in the controller;

.14 Check the resistors for overheating and repair or correct the problem
where necessary;

.15 Check the load weighing device;

.16 Check the roller guides;

.17 Check the emergency lighting.

4.5 Semi-annual checks

.1 Perform the following duties at least once every six months:

.1 Check and measure the governor rope.

.2 Check the hall door operation;

.3 Check the door gibs and cable and sheaves for the door closer;

.4 Check and test the final limit switches;
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.5 Check the special emergency service operation with the Owner’s
Representative present;

.6 Check the emergency power operation with the Owner’s Representative
present;

.7 Check the door open pause times to ensure that they are consistent from
one car to another in a group;

.8 Check the load weighing device;

.9 Check the operating time and make any necessary changes;

.10 Check the door open pause time cancellation (i.e. monitor) circuit;

.11 Check each hoistway door to ensure that the gibs, hangers, upthrust
rollers and retainers are intact and properly fastened;

.12 Check the car door to ensure that the gibs, hangers, upthrust rollers and
retainers are intact and properly fastened;

.13 Check that the gibs and retainers are in place by sliding a steel rule or
other similar device beneath the door to make physical contact with the
gib or retainer;

.14 Check the upthrust rollers of each hoistway door by racking the door to
ensure that upthrust rollers are intact and properly adjusted;

.15 Check each hoistway door interlock to ensure that the lock is made up
before the car can run;

.16 Check the car door to ensure that the car cannot run with the car door
open.

4.6 Yearly checks

.1 Perform the following duties at least once every year:

.1 Check the machine to ensure that, when running at full speed, it vibrates
no more than 0.025 mm (0.001") as measured at the motor end of the
bed plate;

.2 Check the machine to ensure that the worm end play does not exceed
0.037 mm (0.0015") as measured with balanced load plus 90 kg (200
pounds) and balanced load minus 90 kg (200 pounds).

.3 Clean and check safety mechanism (if any adjustments are made,
perform a safety test to verify that the adjustments are correct);

.4 Perform a safety test and forward to the Owner’s Representative a
declaration certifying the successful completion of the test;
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.5 Strip, clean and lubricate the brake;

.6 Arrange the brake to stop the elevator with full load in the car from full
speed in the down direction with an average deceleration of
approximately 0.1g without shock or jar;

.7 Adjust the brake to hold a minimum of 125 percent of the contract load;

.8 Adjust the brake so that when it operates no noise can be detected either
in the elevator cab, at the top floor landing or outside the closed machine
room door;

.9 Inspect ropes for wear in accordance with standards for elevator wire
rope inspection;

.10 Check sheaves and shafts for soundness and wear;

.11 Check the terminal slowdown device;

.12 For elevators with oil buffers, check the buffer oil levels, check for water in
the oil and test the buffers;

.13 Check and lubricate the compensating sheave (where rope compensation
is employed);

.14 Check electrical and mechanical security devices;

.15 Check the main motor contacts;

.16 Replace the filters on the controller air inlets;

.17 Check the operation of the load weighing device;

.18 Check the car operating panels;

.19 Check door operator, clean and lubricate pivot points;

.20 Clean guide rails;

.21 Vacuum hoistways from top to bottom;

.22 Open the car operating station, clean and check for loose wires;

.23 Check hall buttons and their connections;

.24 Check travelling cables for wear;

.25 Check hangers and junction box connections;

.26 Check guide rail fastenings;

.27 Check performance parameters and re-adjust if required;

.28 As required or if requested by the Owner’s Representative, clean and
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paint machine room floor;

.29 Check components and fastenings that under failure might create a
dangerous situation (e.g. sheave bolts and welds, gear bolts, car slings et
cetera);

4.7 Elevator wire rope replacement

.1 When replacing the elevator wire ropes:

.1 Use wedge type cable clamps;

.2 Provide hoist ropes of sufficient number, size and characteristics such
that the addition of 50 per cent of the rated load to the car cab will cause
no more than a 0.04 per cent elongation in the rope

.3 Ensure that the ropes are all from one manufacturing run;

.4 If "Lang's Lay" wire rope is used, provide means during and after
installation to prevent the ropes turning;

.5 Do not use swivel connections;

.6 Provide sufficient removable counterweight buffer blocking to allow
adjustment for rope stretch without requiring cable shortening.

4.8 Rotating equipment repair

.1 When rewinding a motor:

.1 Ensure that the rewound unit has the same characteristics and
performance as the original equipment;

.2 Install over-temperature sensors in the windings and connect them into
the control circuits so that in the event of overheating the elevator will
stop at its next normal stop and remain shut down until checked by a
maintenance technician.

.2 When repairing a commutator:

.1 Ensure that the insulation between the segments is uniformly spaced
according to the manufacturer’s specifications that the spacing is set in
such a way as to prevent isolation cracking or breakdown;

.2 Ensure that the segments are free of any scoring.

END OF SECTION
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Section H: Machine-room-less traction elevators

1. General

1.1 General requirements

.1 Conform to Section A: General.

2. MRL (Machine-Room-Less) elevators

2.1 Work included

.1 Maintain, repair or replace all of the elevator equipment including the following:

.1 Machines, solid state drives, controller parts, relays, brake coils, brake
linings, door operating equipment, door equipment, elevator
intercommunication system, and other mechanical and electrical parts
required for the operation of the equipment.

2.2 Work not included

.1 Do not maintain, repair or replace:

.1 Cab finishes (including ceiling lights), handrails (except for attachments
on the exterior of the cab), flooring, hoistway enclosure, and hall door, sill
and frame finish;

.2 Electrical conduit and wiring outside the hoistway and control room.

.2 Submit, to the Owner’s Representative, a bid for repairs or the replacement of
parts due to vandalism, or for additional changes and costs not covered by the
maintenance contract but required by the regulating authorities.

.3 Repair or replacement of parts deemed obsolete by the Consultant where the
cost premium is in excess of $800 with the cost premium being defined as
follows:

.1 The difference between the cost of repair or replacement where a part is
deemed obsolete and the cost of repair or replacement if the obsolete
part were readily available, as estimated by the Consultant.

.2 The cost premium shall be based on the material cost plus labour at the
contract rates.

.3 The cost premium shall be exclusive of taxes, travel or handling fees.

.4 The contractor shall supply invoices from manufacturers to support the
material cost and time tickets to support the labour cost, otherwise the
work will be deemed included in the contract.

Example: If a control board fails and need to be replaced but the original
equipment manufacturer is no longer in business, that part might be deemed
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obsolete (this decision to be made by the Consultant). If a replacement board is
manufactured by a third party and the cost is substantially equivalent to the
original replacement, this replacement would be covered by the contract. If,
however, a new board needs to be custom-manufactured and the cost premium
of the new board as compared to the original board cost exceeds $800, the cost
premium would be deemed extra to contract.

2.3 Periodic maintenance tasks

.1 Check the following elements at least once a month (or alternative frequency as
agreed to with the Owner):

.1 Car ride and general operation;

.2 Levelling;

.3 Hall and car door operation;

.4 Alarm bell;

.5 Communication system;

.6 Door open button;

.7 Door force (maximum of 135 Newtons [30 lb]);

.8 Door protective devices;

.9 Position indicators;

.10 Car operating panel devices.

2.4 Quarterly checks

.1 Perform the following duties at least once every three months:

.1 Clean pits;

.2 Clean tops of cars;

.3 Clean the motor with vacuum and blower;

.4 Check and lubricate the governor tension sheave;

.5 Check and lubricate the governor;

.6 Check the buffers and the buffer oil (where applicable);

.7 Check compensating chains (where applicable).
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2.5 Semi-annual checks

.1 Perform the following duties at least once every six months:

.1 Check the door open pause times to ensure that they are consistent from
one car to another in a group;

.2 Check the door open pause time cancellation (i.e. monitor) circuit;

.3 Check the load weighing devices;

.4 Check the governor ropes and lift suspension devices.

2.6 Yearly checks

.1 Perform the following duties at least once every year:

.1 Clean the machine with vacuum and blower;

.2 Check the tachometer mechanical drive linkage;

.3 Check the tachometer electrical connections;

.4 Check rotating electrical equipment connections;

.5 Clean the suspension means by washing with soap and water or by such
means as recommended by the manufacturer;

.6 Remove the covers of the car operating panels and check the internal
components and connections;

.7 Lubricate and clean car door tracks;

.8 Clean control room and control room floor;

.9 Check the car door contacts;

.10 Check the hoistway door interlocks.

.11 Check the car door rollers and eccentrics;

.12 Check the car door clutch assembly;

.13 Check door operator, clean and lubricate pivot points;

.14 Clean guide rails and guide rail fastenings;

.15 Vacuum hoistways from top to bottom;

.16 Replace the filters on the controller air inlets;

.17 Check suspension hitches;

.18 Inspect suspension means for wear in accordance with the
manufacturer's standards;
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.19 Check suspension means stretch and remove buffer blocks or if required;

.20 Clean and check safety mechanism;

.21 Perform a safety test and forward to the Owner’s Representative a
declaration certifying the successful completion of the test;

.22 Check sheaves and shafts for soundness and wear;

.23 Check the terminal slowdown device;

.24 Strip, clean and lubricate the brake;

.25 Check that the brake stops the elevator with full load in the car from full
speed in the down direction with an average deceleration of
approximately 0.1g without shock or jar;

.26 Check to ensure that the brake holds a minimum of 125 percent of the
contract load;

.27 Ensure that the brake operates quietly so that no noise can be detected
either in the elevator cab, at the top floor landing;

.28 If oil buffers are provided, check the buffer oil levels, check for water in
the oil and test the buffers;

.29 Check travelling cables for wear;

.30 Check hangers and junction box connections;

.31 Check guide rail fastenings;

.32 Check the speed, acceleration and jerk profiles and if necessary adjust
the drive parameters;

.33 Measure performance parameters (noise levels, vibration, operating
times) and re-adjust if required;

.34 Check components and fastenings that under failure might create a
dangerous situation (e.g. sheave bolts and welds, gear bolts, car slings et
cetera);

.35 Submit a report to the Owner’s Representative confirming that the annual
checks have been carried out and  listing the items checked and the
measured performance parameters. 
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2.7 Motor repair

.1 When repairing or replacing a motor:

.1 Ensure that the unit has the same characteristics and performance as the
original equipment.

2.8 Elevator suspension means: replacement

.1 When replacing the elevator suspension means:

.1 Provide suspension means of size and characteristics to suit the
equipment in accordance with the manufacturer's requirements;

.2 Ensure that devices are all from one manufacturing run;

.3 Provide sufficient removable counterweight buffer blocking to allow
adjustment for suspension means stretch without requiring shortening.

END OF SECTION
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Section I: Geared elevators single speed AC

1. General

1.1 General requirements

.1 Conform to Section A: General.

2. Geared elevators: single speed AC

2.1 Work included

.1 Maintain, repair or replace all of the elevator equipment including the following:

.1 Geared machines, AC motors, controller parts, relays, brake coils, brake
linings, door operating equipment, door equipment, elevator
intercommunication system, and other mechanical and electrical parts
required for the operation of the equipment.

2.2 Work not included

.1 Do not maintain, repair or replace:

.1 Cab finishes (including ceiling lights), handrails (except for attachments
on the exterior of the cab), flooring, hoistway enclosure, and hall door, sill
and frame finish;

.2 Electrical conduit and wiring outside the hoistway and machine room.

.2 Submit, to the Owner’s Representative, a bid for repairs or the replacement of
parts due to vandalism, or for additional changes and costs not covered by the
maintenance contract but required by the regulating authorities.

.3 Repair or replacement of parts deemed obsolete by the Consultant where the
cost premium is in excess of $800 with the cost premium being defined as
follows:

.1 The difference between the cost of repair or replacement where a part is
deemed obsolete and the cost of repair or replacement if the obsolete
part were readily available, as estimated by the Consultant.

.2 The cost premium shall be based on the material cost plus labour at the
contract rates.

.3 The cost premium shall be exclusive of taxes, travel or handling fees.

.4 The contractor shall supply invoices from manufacturers to support the
material cost and time tickets to support the labour cost, otherwise the
work will be deemed included in the contract.

Example: If a control board fails and need to be replaced but the original
equipment manufacturer is no longer in business, that part might be deemed
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obsolete (this decision to be made by the Consultant). If a replacement board is
manufactured by a third party and the cost is substantially equivalent to the
original replacement, this replacement would be covered by the contract. If,
however, a new board needs to be custom-manufactured and the cost premium
of the new board as compared to the original board cost exceeds $800, the cost
premium would be deemed extra to contract.

2.3 Rotating equipment repair

.1 When rewinding a motor:

.1 Ensure that the rewound unit has the same characteristics and
performance as the original equipment;

.2 Install over-temperature sensors in the windings and connect them into
the control circuits so that in the event of overheating the elevator will
stop at its next normal stop and remain shut down until checked by a
maintenance technician.

2.4 Elevator wire rope replacement

.1 When replacing the elevator wire ropes:

.1 Provide hoist ropes of size and characteristics to suit the equipment;

.2 Ensure that the ropes are all from one manufacturing run;

.3 Provide means during and after installation to prevent the ropes turning;

.4 Do not use swivel connections;

.5 Provide sufficient removable counterweight buffer blocking to allow
adjustment for rope stretch without requiring cable shortening;

.6 Use wedge type cable clamps;

.7 If the new ropes are not identical to the type of rope used on the original
installation, advise the Owner’s Representative in writing of the change of
type together with the reasons for the change.

2.5 Quarterly checks

.1 Perform the following duties at least once every three months:

.1 Check the car level when it stops at each floor and adjust the brake and
stopping switches if necessary;

.2 Clean the motor with vacuum and blower;

.3 Check rotating electrical equipment connections;

.4 Check and lubricate the governor tension sheave;
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.5 Check and lubricate the governor.

2.6 Semi-annual checks

.1 Perform the following duties at least once every six months:

.1 Check the door open pause times to ensure that they are consistent from
one car to another in a group;

.2 Check the door open pause time cancellation (i.e. monitor) circuit;

.3 Check the load weighing devices;

.4 Check the lift and governor ropes;

2.7 Yearly checks

.1 Perform the following duties at least once every year:

.1 Replace the filters on the controller air inlets;

.2 Check rope hitches;

.3 Inspect ropes for wear in accordance with standards for elevator wire
rope inspection;

.4 Check rope tension and adjust if necessary;

.5 Check rope stretch and remove buffer blocks or shorten ropes if required;

.6 Clean and check safety mechanism;

.7 Perform a safety test and forward to the Owner’s Representative a
declaration certifying the successful completion of the test;

.8 Check sheaves and shafts for soundness and wear;

.9 Check the terminal slowdown device;

.10 Strip, clean and lubricate the brake;

.11 Arrange the brake to stop the elevator with no load in the car from full
speed in the up direction with an average deceleration of approximately
0.1g without shock or jar (Test by interrupting the door interlock or safety
circuit);

.12 Check the brake spring setting to ensure that it corresponds to the
prescribed length;

.13 Adjust the brake so that when it operates no noise can be detected either
in the elevator cab, at the top floor landing or outside the closed machine
room door;
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.14 As required or if requested by the Owner’s Representative, clean and
paint machine room floor;

.15 Check performance parameters and re-adjust if required.

END OF SECTION
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1. General

1.1 General requirements

.1 Conform to Section A: General.

2. Escalators & moving walks

2.1 Work included

.1 Maintain, repair or replace all of the equipment except as specifically excluded
herein including the following:

.1 Machine, motor, brake, controller, escalator steps, comb plates, chains,
tracks, escalator hand rails, balustrade lights, and other mechanical and
electrical parts required for the operation of the equipment.

2.2 Work not included

.1 Do not maintain, repair or replace:

.1 Escalator balustrades, skirt panels and decking finishes.

.2 Submit, to the Owner’s Representative, a bid for repairs or the replacement of
parts due to vandalism, or for additional changes and costs not covered by the
maintenance contract but required by the regulating authorities.

.3 Repair or replacement of parts deemed obsolete by the Consultant where the
cost premium is in excess of $800 with the cost premium being defined as
follows:

.1 The difference between the cost of repair or replacement where a part is
deemed obsolete and the cost of repair or replacement if the obsolete
part were readily available, as estimated by the Consultant.

.2 The cost premium shall be based on the material cost plus labour at the
contract rates.

.3 The cost premium shall be exclusive of taxes, travel or handling fees.

.4 The contractor shall supply invoices from manufacturers to support the
material cost and time tickets to support the labour cost, otherwise the
work will be deemed included in the contract.

Example: If a control board fails and need to be replaced but the original
equipment manufacturer is no longer in business, that part might be deemed
obsolete (this decision to be made by the Consultant). If a replacement board is
manufactured by a third party and the cost is substantially equivalent to the
original replacement, this replacement would be covered by the contract. If,
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however, a new board needs to be custom-manufactured and the cost premium
of the new board as compared to the original board cost exceeds $800, the cost
premium would be deemed extra to contract.

2.3 Escalator safety precautions

.1 So as to minimize the possibility of an escalator accident:

.1 Ensure that the step chains are in proper tension at all times.

.2 Maintain the clearances between the steps at all times at or below the
maximum allowed by the applicable safety codes;

.3 Maintain the running clearances at all times at or below the maximum
allowed by the applicable safety codes;

.4 Maintain the alignment of steps to prevent the step treads from striking
the comb plate fingers and the skirt panels;

.5 Maintain a constant distance between step axles of exposed steps.

2.4 Major escalator repairs

.1 At time of yearly escalator inspection and clean down, list the major repairs.

.2 Advise the Owner’s Representative two weeks in advance of performing the
major repairs.

.3 When performing the major repairs, barricade the area surrounding the
equipment.

.4 Ensure that no equipment, lubricants or other material can endanger the safety of
the building occupants.

2.5 Escalator performance

.1 Maintain the escalator in substantially new condition and maintain its
performance as or better than new.

.2 Ensure that the performance of the equipment meets the standards set out in the
original installation.

.3 Maintain the escalator in such a way that:

.1 The escalator will carry its specified load at its contract speed while
remaining within the limits of the equipment rating.

.2 The brake will stop the movement of the escalator, regardless of load or
direction, within the minimum required distance and without
repercussions.

.3 The handrail speed is equal to the step speed ± 1,5 %.
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.4 The sound level of escalator, when operating, measured at 250 mm (10")
from the escalator, does not exceed the ambient noise level by more than
10 dB.

.4 Do not make adjustments that will decrease performance.

.5 Particularly, do not:

.1 Adjust the brake spring;

.6 Should it appear that some setting has changed or some problem has arisen
such as to alter the performance of the equipment, arrange that a qualified
adjuster with the appropriate tools, manuals and training make the necessary re-
adjustments in an organized, systematic way.

.7 Do not allow ad hoc adjustments to the equipment.

2.6 Periodic maintenance tasks

.1 Perform for the escalators the following duties at least once a month (or
alternative frequency as agreed to with the Owner):

.1 Ride the escalator and observe the operation of the steps and handrails
for smoothness and noise;

.2 Examine comb plates for broken fingers and replace any section with a
broken finger.

.3 Where skirt panels are not made of low friction material or permanently
treated with a friction reducing material, apply a friction reducing agent.

.4 Check the clearance between the step treads and comb plate fingers and
between the step treads and skirt panels;

.5 Check all controller relays for proper contact and excessive heating,
repair or correct any problem;

.6 Clean the machine;

.7 Check the machine bearings for excessive heating and observe the brake
action;

.8 Check the machine oil level and examine for oil leaks;

.9 Ride each step and check for bumps or broken treads and replace broken
treads as required;

.10 Press each stop button and check for proper stopping distance and adjust
the brake as required;

.11 Apply a friction reducing agent to the skirt panels
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.12 Check step chain for proper tension and lubricate.

2.7 Yearly checks

.1 Perform for the escalators the following duties at least once a year:

.1 Measure the SSPI (Step/Skirt Performance Index) and record the value in
the log book (should the value be above the allowed index make the
necessary corrections);

.2 Clean and inspect step rollers and step chains for wear and replace as
required;

.3 Clean the motor (if the accumulation of dust is excessive, remove the dirt
by a vacuum cleaner rather than blowing out the motor);

.4 Clean and examine controller equipment for worn parts and replace if
required;

.5 Check the power wiring connections for tightness with particular attention
to the overload relay wire connections;

.6 Check the overloads for correct setting.

.2 Perform a general materials validity check as follows:

.1 Check components and fastenings that under failure might create a
dangerous situation (e.g. gear bolts, escalator chains, escalator tracks et
cetera).

2.8 Escalator handrail replacement

.1 When replacing handrails:

.1 Replace both handrails at the same time if the other handrail has a life
expectancy of less than five years;

.2 Provide handrail of laminated canvas (or similar material) and vulcanized
elastomer, with braided steel wire (or equivalent) reinforcement to
minimize stretch;

.3 Arrange the handrail such that the accumulated stretch over a ten year
period is well within the take-up capacity of the tension adjusting system;

.4 Provide handrails without apparent joints, capable of being installed on
the job site with minimal dismantling of escalator components;

.5 Vulcanize handrail joints at the factory or in the field, to provide a smooth,
continuous surface with strength not less than that of the handrail itself;

.6 Provide friction reducing material on all guide surfaces that make contact
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with the handrail;

.7 Arrange that the handrail is maintained at a proper and constant tension
automatically, so as to prevent excessive wear;

.8 Arrange that there is minimal slippage of the handrail;

.9 Install the handrail such that it travels, without excessive friction, at a
speed within ±1.5 percent of the step speed.

2.9 Escalator track replacement

.1 When replacing escalator tracks:

.1 Provide tracks of steel attached rigidly to the truss;

.2 Provide diagonal joints;

.3 Finish the tracks to a smooth surface.

2.10 Escalator step chain replacement

.1 When replacing step chains:

.1 Provide two step chains of the endless roller type; one located on each
side of the steps;

.2 Match the chain and the drive sprocket accurately to assure smooth
operation;

.3 Prevent sagging or buckling of the chain;

.4 Prevent the steps from coming in contact with each other;

.5 Maintain a constant distance between step axles of exposed steps;

.6 Provide chain links fabricated of high grade steel complete with tempered
steel pins and precision machined rollers so designed and constructed to
mesh quietly and accurately with the sprocket;

.7 Design chain roller guides such that, in the vicinity of chain pulleys, the
chain will run tangentially to the circumference of the pulley.

2.11 Major parts replacement report: escalators

.1 Each year, on the anniversary date of the contract, submit to the Owner’s
Representative a report on the anticipated life expectancy of the major
equipment components and the budget provisions for their replacement,
including following items:

.1 Steps;

.2 Handrails;
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.3 Tracks;

.4 Chains.

.2 Six months prior to termination of the maintenance contract, submit to the
Owner’s Representative a report on the major equipment components with more
than five percent usage and, if these components will not be replaced before the
end of the contract, reimburse the Owner for the usage on a prorated basis.

END OF SECTION
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Section K: Gearless elevators with MG sets

1. General

1.1 General requirements

.1 Conform to Section A: General.

2. Gearless machines with MG sets

2.1 Work included

.1 Maintain, repair or replace all of the elevator equipment except as specifically
excluded herein including the following:

.1 Motor generator, machine, motor, brake, controller parts, door equipment,
elevator intercommunication system, and other mechanical and electrical
parts required for the operation of the equipment.

2.2 Work not included

.1 Do not maintain, repair or replace:

.1 Cab finishes (including ceiling lights), handrails (except for attachments
on the exterior of the cab), flooring, hoistway enclosure, and hall door, sill
and frame finish;

.2 Electrical conduit and wiring outside the hoistway and machine room.

.2 Submit, to the Owner’s Representative, a bid for repairs or the replacement of
parts due to vandalism, or for additional changes and costs not covered by the
maintenance contract but required by the regulating authorities.

.3 Repair or replacement of parts deemed obsolete by the Consultant where the
cost premium is in excess of $800 with the cost premium being defined as
follows:

.1 The difference between the cost of repair or replacement where a part is
deemed obsolete and the cost of repair or replacement if the obsolete
part were readily available, as estimated by the Consultant.

.2 The cost premium shall be based on the material cost plus labour at the
contract rates.

.3 The cost premium shall be exclusive of taxes, travel or handling fees.

.4 The contractor shall supply invoices from manufacturers to support the
material cost and time tickets to support the labour cost, otherwise the
work will be deemed included in the contract.

Example: If a control board fails and need to be replaced but the original
equipment manufacturer is no longer in business, that part might be deemed
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obsolete (this decision to be made by the Consultant). If a replacement board is
manufactured by a third party and the cost is substantially equivalent to the
original replacement, this replacement would be covered by the contract. If,
however, a new board needs to be custom-manufactured and the cost premium
of the new board as compared to the original board cost exceeds $800, the cost
premium would be deemed extra to contract.

2.3 Periodic maintenance tasks

.1 Check the following elements at least once a month (or alternative frequency as
agreed to with the Owner):

.1 Machine;

.2 Door operator;

.3 Door protective devices;

.4 Car ride and general operation;

.5 Levelling;

.6 Hall and car door operation;

.7 Emergency stop button;

.8 Alarm bell;

.9 Communication system;

.10 Door open button;

.11 Door force (maximum of 135 Newtons [30 lb]);

.12 Car door rollers and eccentrics;

.13 Car door clutch assembly;

.14 Position indicators and signal lamps.

.2 Perform for all elevators the following duties at least once each month (or
alternative frequency as agreed to with the Owner):

.1 Lubricate and clean car door tracks;

.2 Clean pits;

.3 Clean tops of cars;

.4 Clean machine and machine room floor;

.5 Check the car door contacts;

.6 Check the hoistway door interlocks.
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2.4 Quarterly checks

.1 Perform the following duties at least once every three months:

.1 Check the general condition of the governor ropes;

.2 Check and lubricate the governor tension sheave;

.3 Check and lubricate the governor;

.4 Check the buffers and the buffer oil;

.5 Check the general condition of the elevator wire ropes;

.6 Check the rope attachments;

.7 Check rope tension and adjust if necessary;

.8 Check rope stretch and remove buffer blocks or shorten ropes if required;

.9 Check and lubricate the compensation sheave (if required);

.10 Check brushes in rotating electrical equipment for freeness and tension;

.11 Replace those brushes having 40 percent or less of their original length
remaining;

.12 Clean rotating electrical equipment with vacuum and blower;

.13 Check rotating electrical equipment connections;

.14 Check commutators for oil or foreign matter and clean with non-abrasive
material if dirty;

.15 Clean and vacuum the controller and examine the relays for wear;

.16 Check the circuitry and safety devices in the controller;

.17 Check the resistors for overheating and repair or correct the problem
where necessary;

.18 Check the load weighing device;

.19 Check the roller guides;

.20 Check the emergency lighting.
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2.5 Semi-annual checks

.1 Perform the following duties at least once every six months:

.1 Check the tachometer and related equipment;

.2 Check and measure the governor ropes.

.3 Check the hall door operation;

.4 Check the door gibs and cable and sheaves for the door closer;

.5 Check and test the final limit switches;

.6 Check the special emergency service operation with the Owner’s
Representative present;

.7 Check the emergency power operation with the Owner’s Representative
present;

.8 Check the door open pause times to ensure that they are consistent from
one car to another in a group;

.9 Check the load weighing device;

.10 Check the operating time and make any necessary changes;

.11 Check the door open pause time cancellation (i.e. monitor) circuit;

.12 Check each hoistway door to ensure that the gibs, hangers, upthrust
rollers and retainers are intact and properly fastened;

.13 Check the car door to ensure that the gibs, hangers, upthrust rollers and
retainers are intact and properly fastened;

.14 Check that the gibs and retainers are in place by sliding a steel rule or
other similar device beneath the door to make physical contact with the
gib or retainer;

.15 Check the upthrust rollers of each hoistway door by racking the door to
ensure that upthrust rollers are intact and properly adjusted;

.16 Check each hoistway door interlock to ensure that the lock is made up
before the car can run;

.17 Check the car door to ensure that the car cannot run with the car door
open.
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2.6 Yearly checks

.1 Perform the following duties at least once every year:

.1 Check for play between the rotor and the stator;

.2 Clean and check safety mechanism;

.3 Perform a safety test and forward to the Owner’s Representative a
declaration certifying the successful completion of the test;

.4 Strip, clean and lubricate the brake;

.5 Arrange the brake to stop the elevator with full load in the car from full
speed in the down direction with an average deceleration of
approximately 0.1g without shock or jar;

.6 Adjust the brake to hold a minimum of 125 percent of the contract load;

.7 Adjust the brake so that when it operates no noise can be detected either
in the elevator cab, at the top floor landing or outside the closed machine
room door;

.8 Inspect ropes for wear in accordance with standards for elevator wire
rope inspection;

.9 Check sheaves and shafts for soundness and wear;

.10 Check the terminal slowdown device;

.11 For elevators with oil buffers, check the buffer oil levels, check for water in
the oil and test the buffers;

.12 Check the main motor contacts;

.13 Replace the filters on the controller air inlets;

.14 Check the operation of the load weighing device;

.15 Remove the covers of the car operating panels and check the internal
components and connections;

.16 Check performance parameters and re-adjust if required;

.17 Check travelling cables for wear;

.18 Check hangers and junction box connections;

.19 Check guide rail fastenings;

.20 As required or if requested by the Owner’s Representative, clean and
paint machine room floor;
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.21 Check components and fastenings that under failure might create a
dangerous situation (e.g. sheave bolts and welds, gear bolts, car slings et
cetera);

2.7 Elevator wire rope replacement

.1 When replacing the elevator wire ropes:

.1 Use wedge type cable clamps;

.2 Provide hoist ropes of sufficient number, size and characteristics such
that the addition of 50 per cent of the rated load to the car cab will cause
no more than a 0.04 per cent elongation in the rope

.3 Ensure that the ropes are all from one manufacturing run;

.4 If "Lang's Lay" wire rope is used, provide means during and after
installation to prevent the ropes turning;

.5 Do not use swivel connections;

.6 Provide sufficient removable counterweight buffer blocking to allow
adjustment for rope stretch without requiring cable shortening.

2.8 Rotating equipment repair

.1 When rewinding a motor:

.1 Ensure that the rewound unit has the same characteristics and
performance as the original equipment;

.2 Install over-temperature sensors in the windings and connect them into
the control circuits so that in the event of overheating the elevator will
stop at its next normal stop and remain shut down until checked by a
maintenance technician.

.2 When repairing a commutator:

.1 Ensure that the insulation between the segments is uniformly spaced
according to the manufacturer’s specifications that the spacing is set in
such a way as to prevent isolation cracking or breakdown;

.2 Ensure that the segments are free of any scoring.

END OF SECTION
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Section L: Geared elevators with MG sets

1. General

1.1 General requirements

.1 Conform to Section A: General.

2. Geared elevators with MG sets

2.1 Work included

.1 Maintain, repair or replace all of the elevator equipment except as specifically
excluded herein including the following:

.1 Motor generator, machine, motor, drive system, brake, controller parts,
door equipment, elevator emergency communication system, and other
mechanical and electrical parts required for the operation of the
equipment.

2.2 Work not included

.1 Do not maintain, repair or replace:

.1 Cab finishes (including ceiling lights), handrails (except for attachments
on the exterior of the cab), flooring, hoistway enclosure, and hall door, sill
and frame finish;

.2 Electrical conduit and wiring outside the hoistway and machine room.

.2 Submit, to the Owner’s Representative, a bid for repairs or the replacement of
parts due to vandalism, or for additional changes and costs not covered by the
maintenance contract but required by the regulating authorities.

.3 Repair or replacement of parts deemed obsolete by the Consultant where the
cost premium is in excess of $800 with the cost premium being defined as
follows:

.1 The difference between the cost of repair or replacement where a part is
deemed obsolete and the cost of repair or replacement if the obsolete
part were readily available, as estimated by the Consultant.

.2 The cost premium shall be based on the material cost plus labour at the
contract rates.

.3 The cost premium shall be exclusive of taxes, travel or handling fees.

.4 The contractor shall supply invoices from manufacturers to support the
material cost and time tickets to support the labour cost, otherwise the
work will be deemed included in the contract.

Example: If a control board fails and need to be replaced but the original
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equipment manufacturer is no longer in business, that part might be deemed
obsolete (this decision to be made by the Consultant). If a replacement board is
manufactured by a third party and the cost is substantially equivalent to the
original replacement, this replacement would be covered by the contract. If,
however, a new board needs to be custom-manufactured and the cost premium
of the new board as compared to the original board cost exceeds $800, the cost
premium would be deemed extra to contract.

2.3 Periodic maintenance tasks

.1 Check the following elements at least once a month (or alternative frequency as
agreed to with the Owner):

.1 Machine;

.2 Door operator;

.3 Door protective devices;

.4 Car ride and general operation;

.5 Levelling;

.6 Hall and car door operation;

.7 Emergency stop button;

.8 Alarm bell;

.9 Communication system;

.10 Door open button;

.11 Door force (maximum of 135 Newtons [30 lb]);

.12 Car door rollers and eccentrics;

.13 Car door clutch assembly;

.14 Position indicators and signal lamps.

.2 Perform for all elevators the following duties at least once each month (or
alternative frequency as agreed to with the Owner):

.1 Lubricate and clean car door tracks;

.2 Clean pits;

.3 Clean tops of cars;

.4 Clean machine and machine room floor;

.5 Check the car door contacts;
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.6 Check the hoistway door interlocks.

2.4 Quarterly checks

.1 Perform the following duties at least once every three months:

.1 Check and lubricate the governor tension sheave;

.2 Check and lubricate the governor;

.3 Check the buffers and the buffer oil;

.4 Check the general condition of the elevator wire ropes;

.5 Check rope tension and adjust if necessary;

.6 Check rope stretch and remove buffer blocks or shorten ropes if required;

.7 Check brushes in rotating electrical equipment for freeness and tension;

.8 Replace those brushes having 40 percent or less of their original length
remaining;

.9 Clean rotating electrical equipment with vacuum and blower and lubricate
the bearings;

.10 Check rotating electrical equipment connections;

.11 Check commutators for oil or foreign matter and clean with non-abrasive
material if dirty;

.12 Clean and vacuum the controller and examine the relays for wear;

.13 Check the circuitry and safety devices in the controller;

.14 Check the resistors for overheating and repair or correct the problem
where necessary;

.15 Check the load weighing device;

.16 Check the roller guides;

.17 Check the emergency lighting.

2.5 Semi-annual checks

.1 Perform the following duties at least once every six months:

.1 Check and measure the governor rope.

.2 Check the hall door operation;

.3 Check the door gibs and cable and sheaves for the door closer;

.4 Check and test the final limit switches;
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.5 Check the special emergency service operation with the Owner’s
Representative present;

.6 Check the emergency power operation with the Owner’s Representative
present;

.7 Check the door open pause times to ensure that they are consistent from
one car to another in a group;

.8 Check the load weighing device;

.9 Check the operating time and make any necessary changes;

.10 Check the door open pause time cancellation (i.e. monitor) circuit;

.11 Check each hoistway door to ensure that the gibs, hangers, upthrust
rollers and retainers are intact and properly fastened;

.12 Check the car door to ensure that the gibs, hangers, upthrust rollers and
retainers are intact and properly fastened;

.13 Check that the gibs and retainers are in place by sliding a steel rule or
other similar device beneath the door to make physical contact with the
gib or retainer;

.14 Check the upthrust rollers of each hoistway door by racking the door to
ensure that upthrust rollers are intact and properly adjusted;

.15 Check each hoistway door interlock to ensure that the lock is made up
before the car can run;

.16 Check the car door to ensure that the car cannot run with the car door
open.

2.6 Yearly checks

.1 Perform the following duties at least once every year:

.1 Check the machine to ensure that, when running at full speed, it vibrates
no more than 0.025 mm (0.001") as measured at the motor end of the
bed plate;

.2 Check the machine to ensure that the worm end play does not exceed
0.037 mm (0.0015") as measured with balanced load plus 90 kg (200
pounds) and balanced load minus 90 kg (200 pounds).

.3 Clean and check safety mechanism (if any adjustments are made,
perform a safety test to verify that the adjustments are correct);

.4 Perform a safety test and forward to the Owner’s Representative a
declaration certifying the successful completion of the test;
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.5 Strip, clean and lubricate the brake;

.6 Arrange the brake to stop the elevator with full load in the car from full
speed in the down direction with an average deceleration of
approximately 0.1g without shock or jar;

.7 Adjust the brake to hold a minimum of 125 percent of the contract load;

.8 Adjust the brake so that when it operates no noise can be detected either
in the elevator cab, at the top floor landing or outside the closed machine
room door;

.9 Inspect ropes for wear in accordance with standards for elevator wire
rope inspection;

.10 Check sheaves and shafts for soundness and wear;

.11 Check the terminal slowdown device;

.12 For elevators with oil buffers, check the buffer oil levels, check for water in
the oil and test the buffers;

.13 Check and lubricate the compensating sheave (where rope compensation
is employed);

.14 Check electrical and mechanical security devices;

.15 Check the main motor contacts;

.16 Replace the filters on the controller air inlets;

.17 Check the operation of the load weighing device;

.18 Check the car operating panels;

.19 Check door operator, clean and lubricate pivot points;

.20 Clean guide rails;

.21 Vacuum hoistways from top to bottom;

.22 Open the car operating station, clean and check for loose wires;

.23 Check hall buttons and their connections;

.24 Check travelling cables for wear;

.25 Check hangers and junction box connections;

.26 Check guide rail fastenings;

.27 Check performance parameters and re-adjust if required;
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.28 As required or if requested by the Owner’s Representative, clean and
paint machine room floor;

.29 Check components and fastenings that under failure might create a
dangerous situation (e.g. sheave bolts and welds, gear bolts, car slings et
cetera);

2.7 Elevator wire rope replacement

.1 When replacing the elevator wire ropes:

.1 Use wedge type cable clamps;

.2 Provide hoist ropes of sufficient number, size and characteristics such
that the addition of 50 per cent of the rated load to the car cab will cause
no more than a 0.04 per cent elongation in the rope

.3 Ensure that the ropes are all from one manufacturing run;

.4 If "Lang's Lay" wire rope is used, provide means during and after
installation to prevent the ropes turning;

.5 Do not use swivel connections;

.6 Provide sufficient removable counterweight buffer blocking to allow
adjustment for rope stretch without requiring cable shortening.

2.8 Rotating equipment repair

.1 When rewinding a motor:

.1 Ensure that the rewound unit has the same characteristics and
performance as the original equipment;

.2 Install over-temperature sensors in the windings and connect them into
the control circuits so that in the event of overheating the elevator will
stop at its next normal stop and remain shut down until checked by a
maintenance technician.

.2 When repairing a commutator:

.1 Ensure that the insulation between the segments is uniformly spaced
according to the manufacturer’s specifications that the spacing is set in
such a way as to prevent isolation cracking or breakdown;

.2 Ensure that the segments are free of any scoring.

END OF SECTION
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Section M: Dumbwaiters

1. General

1.1 General requirements

.1 Conform to Section A: General.

2. Dumbwaiters

2.1 Work included

.1 Maintain, repair or replace all of the dumbwaiter equipment including the
following:

.1 Machine, motor, drive system, brake, controller parts, door equipment
and other mechanical and electrical parts required for the operation of the
equipment.

2.2 Work not included

.1 Do not maintain, repair or replace:

.1 Cab finishes (including ceiling lights), flooring, hoistway enclosure, and
hall door, sill and frame finish;

.2 Electrical conduit and wiring outside the hoistway and machine room;

.2 Submit, to the Owner’s Representative, a bid for repairs or the replacement of
parts due to vandalism, or for changes or additions not covered by the
maintenance contract but required by the regulating authorities.

.3 Repair or replacement of parts deemed obsolete by the Consultant where the
cost premium is in excess of $800 with the cost premium being defined as
follows:

.1 The difference between the cost of repair or replacement where a part is
deemed obsolete and the cost of repair or replacement if the obsolete
part were readily available, as estimated by the Consultant.

.2 The cost premium shall be based on the material cost plus labour at the
contract rates.

.3 The cost premium shall be exclusive of taxes, travel or handling fees.

.4 The contractor shall supply invoices from manufacturers to support the
material cost and time tickets to support the labour cost, otherwise the
work will be deemed included in the contract.

Example: If a control board fails and need to be replaced but the original
equipment manufacturer is no longer in business, that part might be deemed
obsolete (this decision to be made by the Consultant). If a replacement board is
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manufactured by a third party and the cost is substantially equivalent to the
original replacement, this replacement would be covered by the contract. If,
however, a new board needs to be custom-manufactured and the cost premium
of the new board as compared to the original board cost exceeds $800, the cost
premium would be deemed extra to contract.

2.3 Periodic maintenance tasks

.1 Check the following elements at least once a month (or alternative frequency as
agreed to with the Owner):

.1 Machine;

.2 General operation;

.3 Levelling;

.4 Hall and cab door operation;

.5 Position indicators and signal lamps.

.2 Perform the following duties at least once each month (or alternative frequency
as agreed to with the Owner):

.1 Lubricate and clean cab door tracks;

.2 Clean pits;

.3 Clean tops of cabs;

.4 Check the cab door contacts;

.5 Check the hoistway door interlocks.

2.4 Quarterly checks

.1 Perform the following duties at least once every three months:

.1 Check and lubricate the governor tension sheave;

.2 Check and lubricate the governor;

.3 Check the general condition of the dumbwaiter wire ropes;

.4 Check motor for overheating;

.5 Clean and vacuum the controller and examine the relays for wear;

.6 Check the circuitry and safety devices in the controller;

.7 Check the resistors for overheating;

.8 Check the cab guiding system;
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2.5 Semi-annual checks

.1 Perform the following duties at least once every six months:

.1 Check the hall door operation;

.2 Check and test the final limit switches;

.3 Check each hoistway door interlock to ensure that the lock is made up
before the cab can run;

.4 Check the cab door to ensure that the unit cannot run with the cab door
open.

2.6 Yearly checks

.1 Perform the following duties at least once every year:

.1 Check the machine for vibration and noise;

.2 Clean and check safety mechanism;

.3 Perform a safety test and forward to the Owner’s Representative a
declaration certifying the successful completion of the test;

.4 Strip, clean and lubricate the brake;

.5 Arrange the brake stopping distance;

.6 Inspect ropes for wear in accordance with standards for elevator wire
rope inspection;

.7 Check sheaves and shafts for soundness and wear;

.8 Check the terminal slowdown device;

.9 For dumbwaiters with oil buffers, check the buffer oil levels, check for
water in the oil and test the buffers;

.10 Check electrical and mechanical security devices;

.11 Check the main motor contacts;

.12 Clean guide rails;

.13 Vacuum hoistways from top to bottom;

.14 Check hall buttons and their connections;

.15 Check travelling cables for wear;

.16 Check hangers and junction box connections;

.17 Check guide rail fastenings;
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.18 Check components and fastenings that under failure might create a
dangerous situation (e.g. sheave bolts and welds, gear bolts, car slings et
cetera);

2.7 Hoist wire rope replacement

.1 When replacing the dumbwaiter wire ropes:

.1 Use wedge type cable clamps;

.2 Provide hoist ropes of sufficient number, size and characteristics such
that the addition of 50 per cent of the rated load to the cab will cause no
more than a 0.04 per cent elongation in the rope

.3 Ensure that the ropes are all from one manufacturing run;

.4 If "Lang's Lay" wire rope is used, provide means during and after
installation to prevent the ropes turning;

.5 Do not use swivel connections.

END OF SECTION
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